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J ntroduction
This thesis considers three essentially distinct problems 
in limit theory for stochastic processes, although the theme 
of martingale central limit theory lurks constantly in the 
background, and is briefly discussed in Section 2.1. The 
three chapters therefore have separate bibliographies and may 
be read independently of one another.
In the first chapter, we show that asymptotic normality 
of the posterior distribution derived from observations on a 
stochastic process from a parametric family holds under much 
broader conditions than are required for a central limit theorem 
(CLT) for the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) Ö . Indeed 
the posterior distirubtion is approximately normal with mean
A0n and variance the reciprocal of minus the second denva-
Ative of the log-likelihood at 0^ under assumptions similar 
to those required for consistency of the (strict) MLE. In 
contrast, further stringent stability and negligibility condi­
tions are required in applying martingale CLT's to prove the 
asymptotic normality of 0^ (suitably normalised). This 
behaviour differs markedly from the i.i.d. situation, in which 
the two sets of conditions collapse to be approximately 
equivalent. The Bayesian approach has the further advantage of 
providing a simple method for obtaining confidence intervals 
and hypothesis tests, whereas extensions of Neynan Pearson 
theory to processes in which the information is even asympto­
tically non-constant encounter severe problems of optimality of 
procedure.
2The second chapter compares the limit theorems obtained 
by using different random normalisations in the context of 
central limit theory for tail sums of martingale differences, 
i.e. in the setting of rate of convergence results in the 
martingale convergence theorem. The normings of principal 
interest arc the tail sum of squared differences and this tail 
sum conditioned on the first n (observed) differences (the 
so-called 'Bayesian norm'). The latter quantity arises in 
connection with proving asymptotic normality of the posterior 
mean in a Bayesian approach to point estimation (see Section 
2.6), but is of course of some intrinsic interest. By ex­
tending a result of Heyde, we show however, that the tail 
sum of squares norming yields CLT's in more general situations 
than the Bayesian norming; and provide appropriate examples. 
Sufficient conditions for the asymptotic equivalence of these 
and related normings are obtained and counter-examples used 
to delineate the scope of the results. We consider briefly 
also limit theorems for tail sums when a uniform asymptotic 
negligibility condition is not imposed (e.g. the supercritical 
Galton-Watson process).
The final chapter shows that the analogues for martingale 
differences of the classical necessary and sufficient conditions 
for convergence of normed sums of independent random variables 
to normality (theorems of Lindeberg-Feller and Zolotarev) 
must be expressed in terms of the "conditional characteristic 
functions" of the normed sums, rather than the ordinary ch.f.'s. 
By analogues, we mean that necessity as well as sufficiency
is preserved in the new conditions. As there is no obvious
3relation between the conditional and ordinary ch.f.'s in the 
most general case, this result provides some explanation for 
the absence at present of any necessary conditions for one­
dimensional martingale CLT’s. The main tool is the use of 
regular conditional distributions to build on the classical 
results; this also leads to a simpler proof of a result of 
the above type previously obtained by brown.
4Chapter 1. Asymptotic Normality of Posterior Distributions 
From Stochastic Processes.
§1. Introduction and Discussion.
Suppose i.i.d. observations are drawn from a distribution
having density f(x,0) w.r.t. some o-finite measure on the
real line, where 0 is a variable taking values in a subset
0 c R. in this classical situation the assumptions required
to prove asymptotic normality of the MLE are both quite mild
and not much stronger than those required to prove consistency.
Indeed the classical differentiability and integrability
conditions on f and log f imposed by Cramer (19^6) in his
proof of the existence of a consistent root of the likelihood
equation suffice also to prove the asymptotic normality of
that root. Alternatively, see for example Walker (1969) for
the regularity and integrability assumptions on 
a2
— - log f(x,0) (which are certainly implied by those of 
00Cramer) which, when added to, say, Walds (19^9) consistency 
conditions, yield limiting normality of any maximum of the 
likelihood function.
This 'solidarity' breaks down in the more general context 
of estimation for stochastic processes. Indeed the crucial 
prerequisites for consistency and asymptotic normality results 
are a law of large numbers (LLN) and a central limit theorem 
(CLT) respectively for a martingale derived from the log 
likelihood of the observations. Unlike the i.i.d. case however, 
the conditions required for a martingale CLT are considerably
5stronger than those needed for a LLN, and hence the class of 
processes for which inference can be based on an asymptotic 
normality result for the MLE is unpleasantly circumscribed.
Surprisingly, it is possible to avoid these extra res­
trictions by adopting a Bayesian procedure (but not necessarily 
the plillosophy) . It turns out that the posterior distribution 
becomes approximately normal about the MLIJ under conditions 
which require little more than that the MLE be consistent, and 
the complications of martingale limit theory simply do not 
enter into consideration. In the i.i.d. case, the posterior 
r.v* 9 is approximately normal about 0 under roughly the 
same conditions as for 0 to be normal about the 'true value'
9q (Walker (1969))- It is interesting therefore that this 
'duality' between the 'sampling' and 'Bayesian' approaches 
disappears in general.
To state and discuss the results precisely, we establish 
some notation. Throughout we suppose that a family of prob­
ability spaces (q , *3- , P ), 9 e ® is given, where © is hereu
taken as a Borel subset of the real line. A stochastic
process {x , n ^ 1} evolves according to one of these laws,
say P . We have available to us the first n observations 
90
(X^,...,X ) of a single realisation of this process, and using
these, we are to make inferences about 0^ . Suppose that for
neach n, there exists a a-finite measure pn on R such
that under each 9, the distribution of X^,...,X possesses
a density p (X^ , . . ., X | 0) with respect to |i . Write
p (x lx , 9) for the conditional density function of X v n'~n-l ' n
given the past X .: 1 <£ j n-1.
J
6Let 0 have an absolutely continuous prior distribution 
over 0, with a density tt(g ) with respect to Lebesgue 
measure. Then, from Bayes’ Theorem (for a careful proof see 
Liptser and Shiryayev (1977) Lemma 7*^)> 6 has an absolutely 
continuous posterior distribution with a density given by
1rn(0 IX].» • • - >xn) = 7r(0)Pn(Xl’ • • •>xnl0)/pn(xi» •• ->Xn),
where,
(1.1) Pn(Xl ’ • • -’Xn) = I Tr(e)p(X;l , ...,Xn |0)d0.
0
We shall further write () - o(X-^ , ...,X ) for an MLE--a
value of 0 maximising the likelihood function p(x^, ...,X | 0 ).
The log-likelihood function log p (X-^ , . . ., X | 0 ) will be
denoted by Ln (0). Suppose that 0Q is an interior point of
0. We impose the following assumptions throughout (with the
convention that if a subscript is omitted from a probability
statement, then P is assumed):
0O
(Al) The prior density tt(0) is continuous and positive at 
90 '
(A2) L (0) is a.s. twice continuously differentiable w.r.t. 0 
in come neighbourhood NQ c © of 0Q .
(A3) [”L” (0O )] -> 00 a.s. as n -> «>.
(A4) Given any 6 ) >  0 for which Nq (ö ) = (0^-6, 0q+6) c  ©, 
there exists k(6))>0 satisfying
lim P{ sup [-L^(0O )]_1[Ln (0)-Ln (0o )] < -k(6)} = 1.
n->oo 0 g©\Nq ( 6 )
(A5) Given e )> 0, there exists 6 = 6(e) satisfying
7lim P t  r,up |[I,"(0 ) ] ' i [r''(Ö ) - r " ( 0 ) ] |  <  e} =  1 
0eNo (6) 11 11 11 n 11n->oo
Condition (Al) requires no comment. A2 will tend to
exclude cases where 0Q e boundary (range X^ , . . .,X ), but is
otherwise trivial. Condition (A3) implies that the process
does not degenerate (in the i.i.d. case - ( 0 q ) = 
n ö 2
- X — 77 log f(x.,0.) is the sum of n i.i.d. random 
i=i ae' ' 1 0
variables). The somewhat complicated conditions (A4) and (Ag) 
are used to permit maximum generality in the proof. (A4) Is 
a global statement which allows us to ignore the contribution 
to the integral (l.l) of 0 values away from 0Q . It implies 
the consistency of the strict MLE for 0^ , but in a sense
to be explained in Section 3 actually requires little more 
than this in many cases. (Ag) is a form of uniform continuity 
condition on L^(o) near 0. Of course, as 0Q is considered 
to be unknown, these conditions have to be checked at all 
interior parameter points.
Under these conditions, Heyde and Johnstone (1978) have 
obtained the following asymptotic normality result. The proof 
will be deferred until the next section, where the multi­
parameter case will also be considered. We note here only 
that (A3) and (A5) together imply that ”Ln(^n) °°> and in
particular that an - [ -l7 (0 ) ] c - will exist as a positive 
real number with probability tending to one as n -> <».
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that conditions A hold and that 0^  is 
an interior point of ©. Then if -«> <£ b a <£ oo, the posterior 
probability that §n + ban <( 6 <( 0R + aan, namely
8J
A0 - I-a a n n
0  H - b a  n n
TTn (e|x1 , .. .,xn )de
converges in P -probability to 
ö0 1 , IP
- ö  b  - ->i(2tt ) J e c du
a
as
This result provides the Bayesian analogue of confidence 
intervals in large samples. In a non-Bayesian context, of 
course, asymptotic confidence statements are approached via
Aasymptotic normality of the MLE 0^ ; so for the purposes of
comparison, we shall examine the conditions known to lead to
a CLT for 0n (Basawa, Feigin and Heyde (1976), Heyde and
Feigin (1975)* Basawa and Scott (1977)* Heyde (1978)).
It is first observed that under mild differentiability
n
and integrability requirements, (L'(0) = 1 u.(0), 3- , n>_l]
n i=l 1 n
is a zero mean, square integrable martingale, where
a(X. , . . ., X ) . Setting v.. (0) = du.(0)/d0, define
In(0) = . ^ E0(ui(e)l V P ’ Jn(0) x v.(e). i=l
I (0) is the 'conditional information' contained in
Xf,...,X (see §4 and Heyde (1975) and the above references).
Under further differentiability conditions,
Eg (u?(e ) 1 J i _1 ) = -Ee(v1(0)|
so that £ J (0) + I (0), 3* , n ) 1] is also a martingale.
9Taking a Taylor expansion for (0) about 0 and
Aevaluating at 0 gives
s u.(e) = in (e)(en -e) - [Jn ( e p + in (e)](en -e),
1 =  1
'X  /N Xwhere 0 e (0,0 )• If we further require that J (0 ) =
-I (0 ) ( 1-hO (l) ) in probability as n -> °° (which is an assump­
tion of the order of (Ah) in view of the MG property of
Jn(0)+In(0)), then i ^ / 2( e ) ( e n -e) ®> n (o,i ) iff
7 ^  (0 ) E u^ (0 ) N(0, 1). If we require that 1^(0) -> » a.s.,
this becomes a problem in martingale central limit theory (for 
some references see the introduction to Chapter 2), for which 
additional stability and uniform asymptotic negligibility 
conditions such as
s PI (0) P> t^ >  q a. s. n nv ' 1 x
and s'2 I EjuUe)l(|u. (e)l > es ) ] -> 0 V e > 02'0LU
2 2Here s' = Z E n u:(0). These last two condi- n  ^ 0 lv 'are necessary,
tions are of a different order of severity than (A2)-(A5) 
(which are in some form implicit in the earlier part of this 
argument anyway); and highlight the greater universality of 
the Bayesian result.
Sections 3 and 4 present further evidence for our claim 
that assumptions A2-A5 amount to little more than requiring
athe consistency of 0 . In Section 3* it is shown that 
Wald's (1948) consistency conditions imply properties so close 
to A2-A5 that the theorem remains true (as long as we further 
assume that there is a unique solution of L^(0) = 0 a.s.).
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In Section 4 we examine processes belonging to the conditional 
exponential family, and show that they satisfy A2-A5 under 
essentially trivial extra assumptions.
A further important advantage of a posterior limiting 
normality result is that it provides in each case a single 
categorical answer to questions of confidence intervals and 
hypothesis tests. On the other hand, extension of Neyman- 
Pearson methodology to the stochastic process situation 
raises complex problems of optionality of procedure. We shall 
mention briefly some of these to emphasise by way of compari­
son the simplicity of the Bayesian procedure. Essentially
I! 1!
the difficulties stem from the fact that L (0)/EL (0) need 
not be asymptotically constant, as in the i.i.d. case. In 
’regular’ cases, this amounts to saying that the conditional 
information I (0) cannot be replaced by a sequence of con­
stants as n -> 00. Firstly Heyde (1975)* Heyde and Feigin 
(1975) and then Basawa and Scott (1976) have proposed generali­
sations of Rao's criterion for first order efficiency of a 
consistent estimator, using I (0) and EIn(0) respectively. 
It transpires that the MLE $n will under regularity condi­
tions be efficient according to the former but not the latter 
definition. Indirect support for the I (0) definition is 
provided by Heyde (1978) who proves two asymptotic properties
In the hypothesis testing situation, Basawa and Scott 
(1976, 1977) use the criterion for test efficiency based on 
maximising the first derivative of the power function at the 
null parameter value. This leads them to propose the use of
11
test statistics based on estimators efficient in the FT (o) 
sense. Feigin (1978)>working with conditional exponential 
families,suggests that this criterion is inappropriate when 
I (ö) cannot be replaced by a sequence of constants because 
the tests it implies are no longer equivalent to the likeli­
hood ratio test. Ho proposes an alternative method for com­
paring asymptotic powers, based on local alternatives and 
contiguity calculations. However, the resulting measure of 
efficiency indicates (in a branching process example) that the 
test derived from an I (0)-efficient estimator may or may not 
be more efficient than that based on an El (0)-efficient 
estimator, depending on the size of the test and the nature of 
the alternatives. The answer provided by the Bayesian approach 
however is clear cut: simply that inference should be based on
the approximate normality of ( 0 §n) (where 9 is 
the random variable). At this stage we mention two other recent 
approaches to inference when the information is not asymptotic­
ally equivalent to constants. Davies (1978), in the tradition 
of LeCam, suggests approximation by an asymptotic model in 
which inferential questions may easily be discussed, whilst 
Feigin and Reiser (1978) advocate a conditional inference 
approach in cases where the limiting distribution of 
In(0)/EIn(0) exists and is independent of 0.
We have not required the MLE 0n to be unique, so some 
comment on the relation between the different possible normal 
approximations is called for. Suppose therefore that 9-^ n and 
02n are MLE's--which by (A4) must both be consistent. We 
have
12
(i.2) o = l ' ( 8 . )  = l ’ ( e j  I- (e‘ - e j L " ( e *  )n in n 0 in Cr nv in
for 0*n e (0 eo) j i = 1,2,
whilst from consistency and (A5), it follows that 
Tjn(ein) - L"(0n)» 1 = 1,2. Thus (1 „-ojt," (0n ) ~  (fj'o„-0n )Ln vw0 In '0' nv 0 A "2n "0'un
and hence 0-, - 0OIn 2n op(Gin“0o) as n _> 00 • Whilst this
conveys some information, we would obviously prefer a statement 
such as
(1.3) 0 -1 - 0O = O (----- ]---TTn)>in 2n P i . L V e J ) 1/2
for by (A5), t-L^(6Q)} “1//2 ~ (-L^( 0in) 1 , which are the
standard derivations of the respective normal approximations.
Now from (1.2), [ -L^(0O ) ] ' A y  eQ) (9ni"0O) P> 1; so that
„ 1/2 A A P
^ ' Ln^0O^ ^0ln"e2n^ 0>
and hence (l-3) will hold if the sequence [-Ln(0Q) F^^Ln(®o^
is uniformly tight. From the point of view of the applications
considered in this chapter, this is a very mild restriction--it
n n P 2 \is satisfied for example whenever Ln( 0Q )/ELn( 0Q) -> p > 0  a.s.
O 1and EL'(0~)^ = -EL (0~). In these situations, therefore, the 
normal approximation is essentially unique.
Theorem 1.1 was proved in the i.i.d. case under different 
conditions by Walker (1969). Dawid (1970) generalised Walker's 
results to some (but not all) i.i.d. cases in which the range 
of each depends on 0 and only one sided derivatives of
L (0) need exist at 0^  (e.g. when 0q lies on the boundary
W
t - ^ ( e 0 ) ] i / y
13
of the range of the X..'s). For reasons of simplicity we have 
chosen to base our development on Walker’s work.
LeCam (1969, 197^) also considers the approximation of 
posterior distributions by Gaussian ones. He permits the use
A 1 , A .of more general statistics than 0 and -F. (0 ) as
the mean and variance of the approximating Gaussian distribution, 
and must correspondingly assume the existence of initial 
consistent estimators. His results are valid for the joint 
distribution of the parameter 0 and the observations 
Xi,...,Xn, • . •, and as such do not lead directly to conclusions 
valid for each individual 0-value, such as the conclusion 
of our main theorem. In LeCam (1969, Ch. 5)> some sufficient 
conditions are given for passing to specific parameter values, 
but no proofs arc presented. In §2.6, we shall discuss briefly 
this transition from joint to marginal distributions in a 
slightly different context.
14
§2. Proof of the Main Theorem.
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1.
This uses the approach of Walker (1969), who considered the 
i.i.d. case; but it will be seen that his conditions have been 
reduced in number and adapted to the stochastic process situa­
tion. We shall give the proof in the multiparameter case, as 
this can be done without too much extra work.
Let A be a real s x s matrix. The spectral norm of 
A is defined by
II A II2 = supE I Ax ||?: II x ||2 = 1} = >'1„ax(ATA),
and we shall use k (b ), k . (B) to denote the maximum andmax' ' min' '
minimum eigenvalues of a (symmetric) matrix B. Notice that 
if A is symmetric and has eigenvalues k,, ...,kß; then 
I B I = max IA I .
c*We now suppose that 0 c IV’ and that € int 0. The
analogues of (Al) and (A2) are clear (but note that continuity 
of L^(£) implies that it is symmetric). (A3) to (A5) are 
modified as follows:
(A3): LirJ ~Ln T p  00 a,s- as 11 "* °°-
(aA): Given any 6 )> 0 such that N„(_6) = C ®’
there exists k(j>) )> 0 for which
lim PC sup | -L"(0 ) ll‘1[L (0)-L (0 )] < -k(_6)] = 1. 
n->°° ^0e0\No (^>)
15
(A5) Given e )> 0, there exists 6 - fi(e) satisfying
1 1
lim P{ sup II [ -L" (e )] 2 [ L y | n ) - L y  9 ) ] [ - L y  en ) 1 2 II < e  =Ln->00 £eNQU) n ~n
The only point requiring comments is that in (A4),
1 (-L"(9~)) has to be used rather than themax n ~o ' 1
more slowly diverging >min(_Tjn(~0)) ’
We shall need the following easy lemmas
Lemma 1.2. Let A, B be symmetric s x s matrices with A
positive definite, such that 
1 1
I B 2AB 2 - I I < e . Then \ in(B) A min(A) ^ 1/ (l+e ).
Proof. Choose a unit eigenvector xn corresponding to
V n ® '  Then
Am i L B) , ,.-1% T„2„2
X :~(aT = lax A >a b B x m m v '
1 1
1 1 
 
0 A b %
x T_2.-1d2 1 *0B A B xq
1 1
1
-1 -1 _!
B 2 AB 2 || ^ l/(l+e). □
Lemma 1.3. In addition to the above hypotheses, suppose that
B also is p.d. then
A (B)max ' / , eA „ (ÄT 1 1 + T Vmaxx '
C, say; and N
1/2
a s/2(a )max '
i. cs/2
(Here |A| denotes the determinant of matrix A.)
16
Proof. Recalling that | M-I || < e 4  || M 1-I || < e/(l-e), we 
find that
1 1
II B2A_1B2 II < 1 + e/ (l-e) .
Ret xQ be a unit eigenvector of B corresponding to
A (B) Then, max
A (B) 1 1  1 1  1 1
= L i n 0 _1 )XqB2B2x 0 £ £ || b V L 2 || < Cmax
since |b | = n A. (b ) [A (b )]°, the proof is complete. PI
-J __-J JI lc lX ■ 1----- 1
Before beginning the proof, we establish some notation.
For symmetric matrices A and B, A > B means that A - B 
is p.d. For a vector 6; £ ) 0 means that each element is 
positive. We shall write \ ax(^0 ) for ^max (-R" (0,o )) * Froiri 
(A3), (A5) and Lemma 1.2 (with A -= -R” (eQ), B = -L^ (^ n) ), it 
follows that ^m in ^ -^n ^ ln ^  °° a,s,> and a fortiori that
P(L^(o<n) <( 0) 1. Consequently, we may define V1//? to be the
non-negative definite square root of [-L^ (ji )]~1, knowing that 
this will exist with probability tending to unity as n -> oo.
Let ^  be the measure corresponding to the N(0,I ) distribu- 
tion--namely
$(B) - (27t ) ~ S//2\ e"1//2~ ~du.
B ~
Theorem 1.4. Assume that conditions 
0^q e int 0. Then if -oo<^b<(a<^<x>, 
that b p (j9 - £ ) a converges
-1/2u2u 
e ~ ~ du =(P al
A hold and that
the posterior probability
in P probability to 
90
£( (b, a] ) .(2T)-S/2J
17
Proof. Write: (2.1)
Pn (xi,. • • a n |On )eXp(Ln (,
Taylor expansion yields
(2.2) LnT) = Vln
for 0 * ~n - 0<n + Y (ö,“,£n ) >
n v 1' * * •' n
))-L (0 )} .-' n ~ n 'J
|(e-|n) X ^
0 a
Rn = V i ’Xl’ • • -’Xn ) = [-Ln (l n )]"1/J?[L" (-e-*)"L- (-§- )]["1^ (-0-'')]rl/2’n ~ n ' n ~n n ~n
we have
_V 1/2(i )V l/2 = L"(0*),
s n / n n ~n
so that for 0, 0 e N~, ~ ~n 0
(2.3) pn (x1,...,xn |e)
p (x-.,...,x |o )exp(- l(e-o )'!v t'p(i-r )v v?(0.g )i^ n v 1 n'~n' 2 ~ ~n' n v n' n ~ ~rr^  ( a  a  r> \ a / _ 1 - / 2
The method of proof is to show that, when suitably normalised,
p(X ,...,X ) and J . ir (0 )p (X , . . ., X I 6 ) dB
J {b<v;1/2(e-en)£a} ~ 1 n ~ ~
converge to (2tt) / t^t(0q ) and (2jrf/ n (0^ ) $ ( (b, a]) respectively 
So for each 6 )> 0 for which N0 (^>) c= NQ, split the inte­
gral (l.l) defining p (X^ , ...,X ) into two parts 1 ^  and 
taken over the sets ® \ N Q(6) and (6) respectively. 
Thus, using (2.1)
16 *nwvlp (X-, , , X I 0 ) r\ tj j n'~n'J rn(0)exp[L (0)-L (0 )]d0,n " n J0NNn (6) ~ n ~ n ^
so that, conditional on L" (0 ) <f 0, * n ~ n ' x
18
[p„(xn,.• - x j e j r V  r 1/2i'nv“lJ • • • f “n i~ny J '"n1 ‘16
= exp[L (en)-L (| )]|-L"(e )|1/2J ir(e)exp[Ln (e)-Ln (e0 )]d£n ~0 n ~n' 
-L"(S )|1/2
®^N0 (_6)
n ~n
£ • Am{x(-So)exp{-k(^ )Amax(^ o n
with > probability tending to one, by the definition of the MLE 
and (A4). Now the last factor converges to zero a.s. by virtue 
of (A3), whilst the first term remains bounded because of (A5) 
and Lemma 1.3- Since P( ((? ) <” 0) * 1, it follows that for
all 6 y 0 sufficiently small,
(?a) [Pn(x1,.'..,xJeJ]-1|vJ-1/2T1R p> o.n 1 ~n 16
To deal with I0(_6), suppose firstly that e N0 (_6_) c: Nn,0
- 1 .
and use (2.3) to get 
[pjx.,, •• • , x n |er ) 7 r ( e p r J-i 
7r(e )
I Nn (6) 7r(en ) Pi - | ( e - |n)Tvn1/3( l ' Rn)Vn1/:?A-ln)5dl-‘0 V  " v~o
From (Al), given e > 0, there exists 6^ )> 0 such that 
0 c Nq (6) Implies
1-e 7r(l)/7r(£0 ) <( 1+e *
Setting = J__ exp[ - |( 6-0n )TV'1/2 (I-Kn )v;1/2( 0-S^) ] d0,36
we then have
N0 (6) n' n
(2.5) (l-c)l36 <( [Pn (^ ]y • * * > xn ^ ~n^7r ^2 6 ^ 36
Now if sup II R (0) II < e < 1, then 
N0 (6)
(i-OiR < is-Rn (Ä) < (1+e)is,
and
19
(2.6) J-
V A
exp{-i (e-0n )V‘1 (e-ln )(l+e)lde < I36
N0U)
exp{- 1 (_en)Tyn(0,"ln) (1 -e ) 3d0 •
But for p = + e or -e,
(2.7) J exp(-l(e-0 )Tv"]-(e-0 )(i+n)]de 
N0(_6)
= (2ir)s/2|Vn |1/2(l+ri)"s/24lTn(N0(6))}
where Tn maps 0^ onto '(9“0 n) (l+Tl) • Lemma 1.2 and
/ \ / -.i/pv P *(A3) imply that ^m ±n ^ n ) -» °°; and since 9n is consistent
for 0 , it is clear that
i[Tn[N0 (6)]} ?> I-
Combining this result with (2.5) and (2.6) implies that each 
0 )> 0 yields a 6 0 for which
lim[ (l-6)(H-E)'s/2(2ir)s/2ir(e0) < [Pn(X1, • - ‘ ’ Xn 1 An) 1 “11 I26n->oo
< ( 1 + e )  ( 1-0 ) “ S / /2 (27r )S//27r(^e0 ) ] = 1 .
It is now clear from (2.4) that
W  •••*xn l i „ ) r 1|vnr 1/ 2Pn(x1.....xn) S (2m)E/27T(e0). 
To complete the proof, put A = (b <( V ^^(0-0 ) a]
and consider
I'2 = J 7r(0()p(X1, . . ., xn |e)de,
An
which is with NQ(6) replaced by A^. Similarly let
1^  be with the integration set modified correspondingly.
As in the argument leading to (2.5)> if e )> 0 is given,
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there exists ^6)0 such that if A^ c Nq (^6),
(l-e)g< [Pn (Xl- - - ' - xn lfn)7r(Ä0) ]_1l2 < (1+e ) Ig •
The right hand side of (2.7) becomes
( 2tr)S//2 I Vn 11//2 (1+T]) "s/%  (If 71) 1//pb, (1-f h) 1//2a ] .
Since 0^  is consistent, and | | 2 0, Ar c Nq (^>) with
probability rending to unity as n -> 00 for each  ^0. Our 
previous argument then leads to
[pn(X1, ...,Xn|en)]'1|Vn|"1/2I^  2 (2ir)s/2ir(e0)l(5b,a])),
which completes the proof.
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§3- Use of the Wald Conditions; Asymptotically Stationary
Markov Processes.
In this section we provide supporting evidence for our 
claim that the conditions for asymptotic normality of the post­
erior distribution are not much more stringent than those 
required to prove consistency of the MLE. The classical set 
of consistency conditions in the general stochastic process 
setting were given by Wald (19^8). As he considered only the 
single parameter case, we shall restrict ourselves likewise.
His conditions on the derivatives of the log-likelihood are 
local--they constrain behaviour only in a neighbourhood of 
0q , the true value. Hence the result is local also--the 
existence of a consistent root of L^(0) =0. Our analysis is 
global in the sense that it is necessary to show that the 
contribution to the integral in (l.l) due to 0 values distant 
from 0Q can be neglected. Thus we require (e.g.) consistency 
of the strict MLE(s), and a simple way of ensuring this is to 
assume (in addition to Wald's conditions) that L^(0) = 0 has 
a unique solution with probability tending to unity. From the 
point of view of applications, this is not usually a restric­
tion, for often the uniqueness is clear.
Wald's conditions may be stated as follows. We suppose 
that © is an interval subset of the real line and that 0q , 
the true value, is an interior point of ©.
4
(Wl) — T p (X-| , . . .,x I 0) exists (i = 1, 2, 3) for all 
Ö0
0 e © and almost all (x^,...,x ). Further
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I n SUpR 0 €©
L jb
ö 0 1 dpn
< «3 i = 1,2.
(W2) e [l;(0o)]2 -> ■» as n -> oo.
(W3) var[Lp0o)]/[Er (0Q) ] -» 0 as n -> oo
(w4) There exists 6 )> 0 such that
[E(L'(0 ))2 ]_1E( sup |L"'(0) I ) £ M < co.
0eNo (6)
We note the following three conditions (from Basawa,
Feigin and Heyde (1976)) which are implied by (wi), and provide 
a convenient separation of its consequences.
(Bl) (i) p (x^ , ...,x I 0) is twice differentiable w.r.t. 0,
¥ 0 e I and a.a. (x-,,...,x ).v 1 9 n'
(ii) pn (x^ , ..., xn I 0) is three times differentiable w.r.t.
0, V 0 e I.
(B2) Pn(xr ...,xn |e) can be differentiated twice under the 
integral sign for 0 e © in
(3-1) r p (x , ...,x |e)dxE
(B3) E j L^(e0) I < 00 and E[L;(0n)f < <*> for all n.n v 0
From (Bl) and (B2), it follows that {^(0©)^ 3 n o(X1, ...,X ),
n ^  1} is a zero-mean P fl - martingale, and together with
(B3), that
0
E [L'(eo ) t  = -E[l£(0n )].n v 0(3.2)
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We are now in a position to prove that (wi)-(w4) 'almost' 
imply (A2)-(A5).
Theorem 1 .5 . Suppose that © is an interval and that there is 
a unique solution of (0) = 0  with probability tending to
unity. Then (wi)-(w4) imply (A2), (A3) and the following ver­
sions of A4 and A5 .
(A4)' :
(A5)1:
For any 6 )> 0 for which N q (6) c  0, there exists 
k (6) y 0; and h(6) J, 0 as 6 -> 0 such that
VT PL r h . [-Ln{eo)]'1[Ln(0)-Ln(eo)] < 'k(5» ^Sn Nq (6)
Given e )> 0, there exists 6 = 6(0) )> 0 such that
lim P{ sup I[L"(S )]-1(L"(0)-L"(0 ))I < e) ± 1-e.
0€No T 6 ) "  n n
Proof. A2 is clear. From (3*2), W2 and Chebychev's inequality;
L '(6 ) p
it follows that ELn (0~) -> -00 and — --- -—  -> 0.-n'-0
and using also W3* we find that
E L p 0 o )
Similarly,
(3-3) Ln (0O )/ELn (0O } E> 1
from which A3 is immediate. Before checking (A4), we show that 
(3.4) Ln(0n)lLn(eo) ?>1.
Indeed conditional on 
of 0 produce
Ln<8n>-l£(e0)
:
en -00 1 ^ 6; (3*3), (w4), and consistency
V eo
sup L"1 (0 ) 
N0 (6)
ELp0o)
ELn(0O) lo.
But from consistency, the result holds unconditionally, as 
required.
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In proving (A4)’, we consider only 0 e 0V.N (ö) such 
that 0 > e0 , for the case 6 < 0Q is entirely similar. Since
A
0n is the unique solution of L^(e) = 0 (and by (3.4) is
with probability tending to unity a maximum), we find that,
conditional on Ifl -0.1 / 6,1 n 0 1 x ’
0 0 p + 6
sup L (e)-L (e ) = sup J L'(?)d?=J° L'(?)d5.
0^o+6 0 ^o+6 e0 e0
Hence
(3-5) sup
Ln(e)-Ln(e0)
0^o+« -L„(e0) -L"(0n ) n ' O'
0n+6 5S ! L"(v)dvd? +
0 00
5Lidec0
-Ln(e0 )
The second term is o (l) by our initial remarks, whilst for 
the first term we notice that
(3.6) Vs > 0 U p  P(|Lye0)/ELye0) I ^ |) 1-e
and that
(3.7) lim Pi |EL"(e0) r 1 sup |L"(e)-L"(en) I > h  < 4 s m . 
n U Nq (6) n n u 1
To check (3*7)> use the bound sup | L" (0 ) -L" (0n ) £ 6 sup |L,n( 0 ) U
N0 (6) n n N0 (6) n
Markov’s inequality and w 4 .
Combining (3*6) and (3*7) shows that
lim
n
L" (v)P{ sup — --->
veN (6) L y e  ) ■
i} > 1-86M.
Conditional on this event, the first term on the right hand side
2 A
of (3*5) is less than -6/4. The consistency of 0^ 
yields (A4)’ with, say, k(&) = 62/8 and h(ö) = Ö6M.
now
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For (A5)', we write (again conditional on | C)n - 0q I <( 6)
sup L"’(e )
R = sup
0eNo (6)
^ ( 0 ) - L p e n )
l " (e )n v n'
£ 26
N0 (5) 11
®Ln(e o)
ELpe0) Ln(0O)
LF eo) Ln(®n)
The last two factors converge in probability to one by (3-3) 
and (3--4) respectively. So taking 6 = e2/8M,
fRn< n => { sup Lpe)
ELp e 0 )
< ?M
el"(e.)n v O'
Ln (®(2
< 2> I en * en I < C  •
Thus for large enough n, P(Rn ^  e) < e, and this suffices to 
give (A5)'. pj
It now remains to observe that the proof of the (single
parameter) asymptotic normality Theorem 1.1 can be extended to
cover conditions (A4)' and (A5)’: the integral defining
Pn (x]y * •-'xn) is split up into ij^ and and analysed
as before, except that statements about the (normalised)
(n)and are true only with probability eventually greater
than 1-e• To obtain (2.4), we use the following trivial 
remark.
Lemma 1.6. Suppose Zn = Xn§ + Yn& V6 > 0, and that given 
e > 0, 3 6 = 6(c) such that Tim P( |Xr6 | > e) <( e and 
Hin P ( I Yn 6 - k I > e) < e . Then Zn §• k .
Proof;. For e given and n large, P ( | Z^-k | > 2e) P (lxn6l>e)
+ P(|Yn 6 -k| > e) < 2e. Q
Since for any 6 > 0, lim P[(e +b[L"(en n n n
0n+a[L^(0n )] 1 ^ Nq (6)] = 1, the treatment of I' requires
only minor modifications to the previous argument.
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Estimation and Inference for the class of discrete time 
Markov processes having a unique stationary distribution has 
received considerable attention in the literature see for 
example the books by Billingsley (1961) and Roussas (1972).
We therefore examine the application of our theorem in this 
context. Suppose then that X-^X^, ... is a homogeneous Markov 
process on (X,!^ ) c: (R.B) with unique stationary initial 
distribution p( • |9) having density f(x|e) with respect to 
some a-finite measure q. Assume that the transition measures 
p(x, *|0) have densities f(y|x,0) w.r.t. q. Two strategies 
suggest themselves. Firstly we can try to verify Wald's condi­
tions and use Theorem 1.5 to obtain posterior normality. This 
method is direct, but necessitates assuming that the likelihood 
equation has a unique solution a.s. The second approach replaces 
this assumption with more explicit conditions on the initial 
distribution and transition function, as these completely 
determine the probabilistic structure of the process (and hence 
the likelihood). Furthermore, we need not assume that the 
process begins in its stationary mode--which allows the process 
to start from fixed initial values for example--but the price 
to be paid for this generality is a further condition on the 
transition measures P (x, ’|0) to exclude transience:
(3-8) p(x,-|0) «  p ( * I 0) Vx e X, 0 e ©.
(For more discussion of the meaning of this condition, see 
Billingsley (1961, p. 7)-)
The first method will be illustrated in the situation 
where the initial distribution is the stationary one, and the 
second in the more general "asymptotically stationary" case.
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So let us suppose that p (* |0) is the initial distribu­
tion. Then ... is stationary, and from the uniqueness
of p(*|e), ergodic (see for example Billingsley 1961, p. 52). 
Assume that L^(g ) = 0 is a.s. uniquely solvable and that 
B1-B3 hold. Note that each of ufc(0 ) = ^  log f(xk |Xk _1, 6),
vk(®)= y s  l0s f(xk'xk_i>0)’ wf 0)= q p  los f(xk>xk-i’0)’ 
the Markov property) are stationary and ergodic. Hence (W2)
follows trivially from the stationarity and martingale proper­
ties, whilst for (w3) we need only observe that
fi0o>
ELM0o>
1 Xvk L2
Ev.
by the mean ergodic theorem. (w4 ) is a consequence of station­
arity and a slight extension of B3: For some 6 )> 0,
E{ sup I w-i (0 ) I } 00. Theorem 1.5 now yields the limiting
N0 (6)
normality of the posterior distribution if 7r is continuous 
and positive at 0^.
For the second approach, assume that (3.8) holds. We no 
longer require that the initial distribution q ( -|0) say, be 
the invariant one--but (following Billingsley) as a computation- 
_al device, we shall compute expectations under the assumption 
that P (* I 0) is the initial distribution and 0Q the true
parameter value (these will be denoted J00
Probability
statements about the process X ^ X ^  ..., will of course be
made with respect to P , the measure determined by q (•|0 )
q0 0 
(and p(x, * I 00 ))• To illustrate this, we quote the following
SLLN for asymptotically stationary ergodic processes of
Billingsley (1961, p. 6) which we use below.
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Theorem 1-7- If the Markov process (x ) has a unique station­
ary distribution and satisfies (3.8), then for any initial 
measure qn and measurable function cp on x 9- r such
that Efl |cp(Xn,X9)| <( 00, then
0 '1’ 2
The class of processes under consideration is now suffi­
ciently restricted that a direct generalisation of some of 
Walker’s (1969) conditions and methods can be used to verify 
the assumptions A2 to A5 of Theorem 1.1. For convenience in 
stating the regularity conditions below we assume that q(•|0) 
has a density g(x|0) w.r.t. p, but it should be borne in 
mind that the analysis remains valid when q is degenerate at 
a single point x (i.e. the process starts from x).
Indeed in this case the likelihood L (0) reduces to
E f0( X ^ I 6) and all references to g may be omitted, 
k— 2
The conditions are
(Ml) 0 <= {R is closed.
(M2) X2 = t(x,y): f(y|x, 0)f(x |0)> 01 and (x:g(x|0)> 01 are 
independent of 0.
(M3) |X2U(x,y): f (y I x, 0) ^ f(y|x,0’)} > 0  if 0, 0' e ©
and 0 0 « .
(M4) (i) For all (x,y) e x 2, 0' e 0 and 0 such that
I 0-0’ I <( e for e sufficiently small,
I log f(y|x,0) - log f(yIX,01)I < H£(yIx, 0’), and 
for any 0Q e 0,
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(3 -9 ) lim E H (Y | X, G T ) = 0.
0-0 ü0 e
(ii) g(x|0) is continuous (or only locally bounded) in 
0 for each x.
(M3) (i) if © is unbounded, then for any 0^ e 0, and
sufficiently large A, log f(y|x,0) - log f(y|x,0Q)
< KA (yIx,00) for |©| > A, with Tim E0 Ka (y |x ,0q) < 0.
A->oo °o
(ii) for sufficiently large A, sup g(x|0) 7 «>.
|e|>A
In the following, let 0Q € int 0.
(m6) log f(yIx, 0) and log g(x|©) are continuously differ­
entiable w.r.t. 0 in some neighbourhood of 0^ .
(M7) E0 |v 2(0q)| < oo and E0 v2(0Q) < 0 where
0 2 0
V2(0O) = 1-2 log f (X2|X1,0o) • 
d 0
(M8) If I 0-0QI <( 6 for 6 sufficiently small,
2 2
|-^ -p ln f (y I x, 0) ln f(y|x,0 )| < M (y|x,0 ) and
ö0 Ö0 0
lim Efl M.(Y|X,0n) -> 0.
6-K) 0
It will be seen that in the i.i.d case, these conditions 
are actually weaker than Walkers, in that his (B2) and (B3) 
have been replaced by (M7)-
Proposition. Conditions (M1)-(m 8) imply (A2)-(AE)* 
.2 *
Proof. (A2) is just (m6). Putting v^(0) = — pi°S f(Xk^Xk-l,Q  ^’
ö 0
we have from Theorem (1.7) that
*by f(X1|xQ,0) we understand g(X-j0).
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(3.9)' L^ (e0)/n = i ^  Vk(0o) ^ ^  E6ov2(e0) < 0, [P^]
which implies (A3)- In the proof of (A4), we follow Walker
f(X |x ,0)
(who follows Wolfowitz (19^9))- Let Z. = log------------
f (XJ Xi-l* 90)
If Eq Z0 is finite, Jensen's inequality gives 
60 2
r f(x |x ,e)
E0 Z2 < log Eq exp Z2 - log E0 [--- A-- - - -} = 0 .
0 o f(X2|X1,0o)
0
If equality held, wo would have f(Xn|x^,o) = f(xo|x^,0^) P
a.s. But then f(y|x,0Q)f(x|0Q) = 0 p^-a.e. on the set 
A = [f(y|x,0) / f(y|x,0q )3, which implies, by (M2) that 
f(yIx, 0)f(xI 0) = 0 a.e. on A. But the absolute contin­
uity assumption (3*8) forces f(y|x,0) = 0 = f(y|x,6Q) p^^-a.e 
on A, which contradicts (M3)•
From Theorem (1.7) therefore,
n_1[L (0)-L (0 )] = n'1 X
i=l
E Z < 0, 
u0
and
(3.10) lim P {n"1[L (e)-L (e0)] < -c(e) < 0} =1.
n->oo
If E Z is not finite, it must equal (from theGq -
inequality log x <( x). Then choose K so that if
Z^ = Z^I£z v^ -j, then -<» EZt <( 0. (3 *10) now follows from
the strong law above applied to the [Z*l.
If 0 . e ©, and we set D (0, 00)
tj 11 vy
n 1[Ln(e)-Ln(e0)], then
(M4) yields
I S(X-. 10) n
GUP E (0j0q ) K En (0 Gq ) ^  nuP ~^n X ^ (X^  | X^ , 0.)
0€N.(e) ° n J ° 0gN,(g ) g (X-, 10 •) n i=2 1 11 J
J J L J _
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for e sufficiently small, and N..(e) = (0 .-c, 0 . i-c ) • TheJ J J
second term can be neglected by M4(ii), and the third tends
a.s. to EQ H (Y|X, 0.) by Theorem 1.7* From (3-10) and (3-9) dq e J
we obtain positive constants e.,c. such that if I. = N.(e.),J J J J J
(3.11) lim P{ sup Dn (e,en ) < -c . < 0} = 1.
n->°o Bel. JJ
If © is 
finitely many
bounded, cover the compact set 0\Nq (6) with 
I. and take k(6) = min(c^,...,c^) to obtain
(3.12) 11m P[ sup n_1[L (e)-L (0 )] < -k(6) ] = 1.
n^ oo ©\Nq ( 6)
If 0 is unbounded, put S (A) = [0: | 0 | >^ A] and use
(M5) to choose A s.t.
Dn(0> en) i. 7T sup n 0 n s(a )
g(x, |e)
log -------
g(XlI0O)
+
i=2
ka (x1|xi-r e0)_~ ~ > e 90ka y^ A ’e0) < o-
This produces a positive c^ such that (3.11) holds with
c. and I. replaced by c* and S(A) respectively. Now 
J J ^
use the compactness of ©\[NQ(6) U S(a )] as before to recover
(3.12) with k (6) = min(c1, . . .,c ,cA). (A4) is now a simple
consequence of (3 -9)’ * For (A5), note that by (M8),
( 3 -1 3 )  n fl fls,u P  , fi> y e ) - L y e ' ) l  i l  y y p > 1( e ) - v1(0')|0,0 eNn(6) Nq (6)0
+  n  - i l o  I = 1  >
a.s.
n i=2 i1 i l'u0 ->EeoM 6(Y|x,e°).
From this and consistency it follows that ifL^(§n)-L^(0Q) ] ** 0,
which implies that n L^" (0 ) §■ E v„(en) ^  0. (A5) is ann n s* \ i9o 2 0
immediate consequence of this, (3*13) and consistency. □
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An important application of either of these two methods
is to the first order auto-regression X = 0X n + e . Here0 n n-1 n
the are i-i-d. r.v.'s. This process is stationary with
unique invariant measure for |ö| <( 1, and f(X |x ^,0)
= h(Xn -0Xn ), where h is the density function of the e's.
Taking © = [-1,1] (recall that 0^ is assumed to be an
interior point of 0), we could find conditions on h using
the above methods so that (A2)-(A5) hold. Also, in view of the
multiparameter result Theorem 1.4 and the generalisation by
thFeigin (1975) to n -order Markov processes of Billingsley’s 
(1961) results quoted above; there is in principle no diffi­
culty in extending the above strategies to deal with asymptoti-
t hcally stationary and ergodic m -order Markov processes such 
as the stationary AR(m) process with general error distribu­
tion .
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§4. Application to Conditional Exponential Families.
It was mentioned in Section 1 that many of the difficulties 
arising in estimation for general stochastic processes are 
caused by the fact that L^(0)/EL^(0) does not become asymp­
totically constant as n increases. It is precisely this sort 
of behaviour that is precluded by Wald's condition (W3), namely 
that var[ L^( 0 )/El4(0 ) ] -» 0 . To illustrate the applicability 
of our Theorem 1.1 in the more general context, we shall con­
sider the class of processes belonging to the conditional
exponential family. Let us suppose that the process [X^] i-s
n
such that {L^(0 ) = £ u . (0 ); 3" = a(X]L, . . XR ), n )>_ 1} is a
J
square integrable zero-mean martingale (this will occur when 
the appropriate subset of the mild conditions B1-B3 are 
satisfied). Define the conditional variance
i (e) = E E.[u.(e)
n j=l 0 J V i ’-
where Tr0 = {0,L}. The process [Xn] is said to belong to the 
conditional exponential family if
(4.1) L^(0) = In (0)(0n-0) V 0 e 0
(for independent X , this occurs iff the density functions 
belong to the exponential family). Such processes have been 
studied in Heyde and Feigin (1975), Feigin (1975), and Feigin 
(1978), and are important both because of their theoretical 
tractability and because they include simple examples such as 
the super-critical Galton-Watson branching process (with power 
series offspring distributions) and the explosive first order 
auto-regression (with normal errors) in which L^( 0 )/EL^( 0 )
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(or in these cases, equivalently I (0)/EI (9)) tends in 
probability to a non-degenerate limit. Under the following 
regularity condition (which amounts only to allowing differ­
entiation under the integral sign--c.f. (3.1)),
(4.2) V V U e d t - i )  = Ä  Ee(® v 6 e 0>
the conditional information can be decomposed:
In(0) = cp(e)Hn(X1, . . .,Xn x), where cp is non-negative, non- 
random and measurable, and H (X^,...,X is a non-negative
function of the observed only- (Heyde and
Feigin (1975)*)
Using this decomposition, we shall show that essentially 
all conditional exponential processes (including the two examples 
mentioned above) will satisfy (A2)-(A5), und so possess posterior 
asymptotic normality. Here, of course, asymptotic normality 
of 0^ (that is, of I ^ 2 ^®n-®0^ i-s equivalent to that of 
the (randomly normed) martingale difference sum 
I 7 (0q )L]I1(0o )^ and the relatively stringent conditions needed
for this were discussed in Section 1. Hence it seems in 
principle possible to construct processes within this framework 
which exhibit asymptotic posterior normality without normality 
of the MLE. One could use as a starting point the examples 
of Hall (1977)* but as the resulting processes would be some­
what artificial, this line has not been pursued.
Theorem. Assume that (4.1) and (4.2), (A2) are satisfied, and
that I (0~) 00 a.s. If © is an interval and 0~ e int 0,n 0 0
then (A3)-(A5) also hold.
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Proof. If we exclude the trivial case 9 = 9~ a.s. for all-----  n 0
n, it follows that cp(9) has the same smoothness properties
as 1/^(9)--that is, it is continuously differentiable and
positive in a neighbourhood of 9^ (since cp(9q ) )> 0) .
Since I (0q ) “> 00 a.s., a martingale law of large numbers
(see e.g. Heyde and Peigin (1975)* P- 229) shows that
I-1(9n )L'(9n ) — *S ‘ n v 0' n v 0' -> 0; Implying that 0^ is consistent for
0Q- Now L ^ ( e )  = H „ ( x 1 , . . . , x „ _ 1 )[cp'(e)(ei-e)-cp(e)], son' 7 nx L' n-L'L T ' ' ' n
0 7 / /' s _ ci. s .i,"(e ) cp’ (o )- S - 2- = -------- o_ (§ - 0  ) -  iin(e0) cp(eA) -> -l,
which yields (A3)- Further, L (o) - Ln (0o ) = J L^(s)ds, and
K 9 0
conditional on |§ -0 | <( 6, L ’ (s) <^_ 0 for s )> 0„ + 6. Thus
sup
0^0 0+ 6
n 0
Lye)-Ln(e0) r ^  V 6
1  'P(s)Hn^n-Fen-s)ds
eo
[ cp( 90 ) ] 1(en-0o^J cp( s ) ds - [ cp( 90 ) ] "'J (s-0o p^(s)
0ot6
-I, V 6
-[t (90)]_1J 0 (s-90)cp(s)ds < 00~+6
’0 '0
u0
as n -> 00, using consistency. Similarly, conditional on
| e n - e 0 l <  6 ,
L ( 0 ) — L ( 0-.) -t 0
lira sup — -- ---— —  ~ (9 ) J ° (0o-s)cp(s)ds < 0 .
n^ °= 0C0Q -6 In(®0) V ö° 0o-6
Since - L p 0 o )/In (0o )
a.s. -> 1, it follows that (A4) is satisfied.
Now
R (0)n v ‘
L y  0) - L p 0n ) cp' ( 0) ( § n - e ) - c p ( e ) + c p ( e n )
-cp( en )
(-cp(en ) ) _ 1 (8n - e )[cp’ (e*)+cp' (e)]
where 9n = en ( V 0) e (§n’0>-
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For 6 small, and conditional on 10^-0^! ^ we
sup |R (0)| <( 4öC, where C = sup | cp ’ (0 ) | / inf | cp (0 ) |, 
0eNo (5) n N0 (6) N0 (6)
of which A5 is an immediate consequence. □
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§5- Concluding Remarks.
1) It would undoubtedly be possible to find an analogous 
posterior normality result for continuous time processes. 
Indeed a heuristic argument in the case of the Yule process 
has been given by Feigin and Reiser (1978).
2) Despite the generality of Theorems 1.1 and 1.4, there are 
situations which do not appear to fit our conditions. An 
example is the explosive first order autoregression
X 9X , + e with n-1 n 0 5 1, and non-normal errors e .1 x n
If for example the e are i.i.d. in a symmetric density of 
4 n n
the form Ke  ^ , we find that If (0) = 4XX^_1(X^-0X^_n)^ ,
1 l - l
.2L]q (©) ~ ~I2XXf (X.^ -0X^  0 and hence that (putting
iL"(äjr1/2)
(5-1)
L"(0 +ao )-L"(0 ) n n nJ ny
l " (e )n n
p-a XXn 4i-1
[-L"(9 )] l n \ n / j
+
n o A
2aXX-? . (X. -0 X. n )  ^ i-lv l n l-l'
[-LMejf72
Asymptotic negligibility of this and similar quantities 
would be required in the proof (and would be implied by A5), 
but on replacing 0n by 0Q (since 0n is consistent for 
0Q--Feigin 1975) we find that the left side of (5-1) is 
approximately
2 4 2-a' EXT 2a T,Xi_1e±
(12EX?e?)2 (l2EX2e2 )3/2
which will not be negligible, as numerator and denominator are 
of the same order, and the X.’s are increasing geometrically. 
For this particular problem, Anderson (1959) has shown that
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n  o — 1 ^the consistent estimator (LX^_^) (which is the MLE
^ 2 -1/2for normal errors) has, when normalised by (EXT,) 7 , a
1 1 •
limiting normal distribution if and only if e is normally 
distributed.
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Chapter 2. On Central Limit Theory for Dependent Tail Sums
§1. Introduction.
Let X-^X^, * * * be a sequence of random variables on a
probability space (0, #,P), S LX., EX. 
i 1 1
and
L EX 
1 i*
If the X^ are independent, the classical
Lindeberg-Feller CLT provides necessary and sufficient condi-
S
tions for the convergence of —  to the standard normal law.
n
The natural framework for extending this and related results to 
dependent sequences is one in which the X^ are martingale 
differences. Even here the difficulties are immense - no 
necessary conditions for a one-dimensional CLT have yet been 
found (although necessary and sufficient conditions for func­
tional CLT's have been given - see for example Drogin (1972), 
Rootzen (1977a)). Some explanation of this will be found in 
Chapter 3, where it is shown that the natural generalisations 
of say, Lindeberg-Feller Theorems are to results about the 
conditional characteristic function (ch.f.) of S , rather 
than about the ch.f. itself. There is a substantial litera­
ture on the problem of finding sufficient conditions for one­
dimensional (and functional) CLT's - for references to this 
see Brown (1971), Dvoretsky (1972) and Hall (1977)- These have 
usually been formulated in terms of zero mean martingale
difference arrays t (X .,'4 .), 1 <( j k , n )> l]. It is foundnj nj ^ ^  n -
that in addition to a uniform asymptotic negligibility condi­
tion, some form of stability condition on the row sums of 
squares = E X^h or = S E(X^h| 3*n i_1) is required.
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For example, Brown (1971) and Dvoretsky (1972), who were the
first to obtain reasonably general results, proved that 
k
n ?pSn = E Xn  ^-> N(0,l), assuming the conditional Lindeberg 
i=l
condition:
(1.1) for all e > o, S E(X^I ( |Xni | > e)| '1-^  8- 0
and the stability property
(1.2) V2 8 1 .
If (l.l) holds and the Iv2) are tight, then McLeish 
(1974) shows that
(1.4) U2 - V2 5 0 .v ' n n
(See also McLeish (1978) Lemma 2.) Thus (1.2) is usually
2 P , \equivalent to Un -> 1. If however (1.2) is replaced by 
2 P 2 2 P 2
t] or Un ^ t] , then a CLT no longer holds. Instead 
(under measurability assumptions on rf or the O' ., con­
verges to a mixture of normal laws whose ch.f. is
1 2  2 
- — 'T"| x
E e 2 (Chatterji (1974), Eagleson (1975)* Rootzen (1977b)).
Hall (1977) observed that to obtain a central limit theorem in 
this context, it was necessary to consider a "random normaliza­
tion" of SR, by Un say. Indeed, if p2 is strictly posi­
tive a.s., if
(1.5) max Xjt — i-> 0
2 oo /vand either n is H measurable or k_ 1 oo and
n =l nl n
~r . r- 7 . for all i <( k then he shows thatni n+1, l n
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(1.6) JL_> N(0,1) •
n
Aldous and Eagleson (1978) remark that such limit results can 
be read off from the corresponding convergence of to a
mixture, as long as this convergence is stable. Hall's 
result (1.6) is more general, however, as it can be obtained
(under (1.5)) for ’'near-martingales1' X . for which, instead
2 P 2 2of Un ^ r\ , it is assumed only that Un remains appropriate­
ly positive and does not depend on the nth row 0f the array,
r \ 2 in that it can be approximated by J ^-measurable variables u .
Granted then that the most general central limit theorems
are obtained using the random norming in (1.6), an important
question is 'can even more general results be obtained if a
different normalis ation is employed?' This chapter is devoted
to a comparison of four such normalisations in the context of
central limit theory for tail sums of a sequence of martingale
differences. We choose this framework for three reasons. To
describe these, let {XR, 'ln,n) 1} be a sequence of martingale
differences with 2 EX^ ( 00. Firstly, this setting may be
closely related to the above theory for triangular arrays. In
addition, however, to the three possible normalisations
00 p 00 p
suggested by that theory, namely X X?, X EjxfqTr, , ) and
n+1 K n+1 k00 pX E X,, there is a fourth contender, the 'Bayesian norm' or 
n+1 K
00 21'posterior variance' X E(xf | ). Secondly, as has been
n+1
stressed by Heyde (1977)> central limits theorems for tail sums
of the X^ provide information on the rate of convergence of 
n 00
S = X X. to = X x^ (which exists by the martingale
i=l i=l
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convergence theorem). Thirdly such results can, under regular­
ity conditions, be interpreted as central limit theorems for 
certain 'Bayesian' point estimates (namely posterior means) of 
a parameter governing an arbitrary stochastic process. These 
limit theorems can be used for inference if the 'Bayesian'
norming E E(xj | 7r ) (which is precisely the variance of the k nn+1
posterior distribution) is employed. It is in this sense that 
the present chapter is related to the previous one.
We now outline the results contained in this chapter.
Unless stated to the contrary, we shall assume that 
n
( E X., ^ ,n ) l) is a square integrable martingale with 
i=l 1 n
? “ ps = E EXf _> 0 as n^oo.section 2.4 contains some remarks on the n , kn+1
case in which the are 'nearly' martingale differences and
the existence of second moments is not postulated. The starting 
point is the following theorem of Heyde (1977)> which is stated 
here for convenience.
2Theorem 2.1. Write Un
s 0,n
2 2 S X and 8
n+1
Suppose that
(1-7)
and
-2 00E
n+1
X2 - Xk ~
- 2tt2 s U n n +  > 0 a. s
(1.8) s 2E(max X^) -> 0 as n *».
n k)>n
Then U_1 E X, — > N(0,l) and s“1 E X, — > ri1N(0,l) where 
n n+1 k n n+1 K
r \ ^  is a copy of p which is independent of N(0,l).
Heyde gives two proofs, both of which reduce the problem 
to an application of Hall's (1977) CLT for triangular martingale
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arrays. The first uses a clever continuous "involution" of a 
certain subspace of D[0,*») due to Whitt which'reverses' func­
tions in this subspace, thus transforming tail sums into 
ordinary sums to which Hall's results apply. The method 
exhibits clearly a duality between limit results for ordinary 
and tail sums, and extends to give an LIL type result. In the 
second proof one forms a triangular array by setting
X . = s’^X .. and choosing k so large that the omitted X, nj n n+j n k
have no effect on the limiting behavior. The first method
requires the convergence in (1.7) to be almost sure and in
this sense, the latter approach is more direct and more
general, and will be used in modified form in Section 2.4.
It is clear therefore that the norming yields central
limit results far more generally than the constant norming s .
2 00 2 nWhat about the Bayesian norm B • defined by B(l =E( 2 X, | + )n n , n k nn+l
00 2= 2 E(xf| )? Can more universal theorems be obtained forI -i x n n+l
2 2 PS /B ? Clearly we should investigate whether Un/Bn ^ 1, for
00 - ^ 0 0
then the sequences B~ 2 x, and U” 2 xv will have the same
n+l n+l
distributional limit. In Section 2.2 it is shown using a 
simple uniform integrability argument that if (1.7) holds with
pEh = 1, then ~ Bn in probability. It will also be shown
that this argument cannot be extended to the Ep <( 1 case.
To indicate the delicate nature of the problem, we give in the
following section two examples. In the first, conditions (1.7)
and (1.8) are satisfied with Epr_ <( 1 and Un — Bn, thus
00
lending further credibility to the conjecture that 2 X^/B 
co n+l
and 2 xj /U are asymptotically equivalent (at least in the 
n+l n
setting of Heyde (1977)). However, it is possible to weaken
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the conditions of Theorem 2.1 slightly to obtain the following 
result.
Theorem 2.2. Theorem 2.1 remains true if instead of (1.8) we 
assume only that
(1.8) -2 2 ps max X. ^ n kk/n 0 .
(This will be obtained as a corollary of Theorem 2.13 in 
Section 2.4.)
This weakening is significant because our second example sits 
between the two pair of conditions - it satisfies (1.7) and 
(1.8)' but not (1.?) and (1.8). Furthermore, IT/B^ ^ 2/3, 
so that the conjecture is resolved in the negative.
In Section 4 we generalise the situation considered in 
the second example, to consider sequences for which
2 2 D 2 2ir/B 4- p-. The analogue of Theorem 2.2 in which s^ is n n ^ n9
replaced by is shown to hold (Theorem 2.13)* It is clear
both from the result itself and its proof that from the point
2of view of norming sequences in CLT's, the properties of Bn
2 2are more reminiscent of those of than of U^, and hence
will not lead to more general limit theorems. The proof is 
based on an extension of part of Hall's (1977) Corollary 
(Theorem 2.12). Of course, Theorem 2.13 provides us with a 
new set of sufficient conditions for a CLT for ^ n ^ n ’ 4he
rest of Section 4 is devoted to showing that these are not 
comparable with those of Theorem 2.2, for examples are construc­
ted which satisfy the conditions of either result but not those
of the other.
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The discussion hitherto has focused on sequences satisfying
some uniform asymptotic negligibility restriction. In Section 5
we give a simple result for tail sums that decline geometrically
fast - these considerations led to the problem considered in
Chapter 3* A further sequence for which Un and are not
equivalent is constructed out of a suitably chosen finite
Markov chain. The final section explains the origin of the
name 'Bayesian norm', and examines the possible statistical
00
application of central limit theorems for Z X,/B .
, 1 k n n+1
We conclude this section with some preliminary observa-
ptions. The following result shows that Un and 
2 2 1V = Z E(xf 3k ) are usually equivalent, and explains why n . -i K. K~ _L n+1
2 2 2we consider only U , B and s in most of the work to ° n n n
follow. It also adds weight to the belief that the properties
2 2 2 2 of Bn are more reminiscent of those of sn than Un or Vn -
Proposition 2.3» If the conditional Lindeberg condition holds:
(1.9) V e>0 s"2 Z E[X2l(X2 > e2s2)| ] p> 0 ,
n+1
then,
u + v 2
(1.10) n ?n S o .
Sn
If instead, the modified condition holds,
(1.11) V e >  0 B'2 Z E[X2I(X2 > e2B2 )| \ _ 1] L .
n+1
Then,
2 2 U^-V n n
B ‘
0  .(1.12)
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Thusj under the conditions stated,
2 2 2 2
(1.13) — U (resp —£) S p2 iff —2 (resp. -S) 5 p2 ,
sn Bn sn Bn
and if Eh = 1, the convergences are in fact in L-^.
Proof. Let X . = s_1X . X . = B-1X . 3 . = T Note----- nj n n+j' nj n n+j' nj n+j
that
p -p ” o, .(1. l4) E 2 Xr~ . - 1 and E £ X . = E[B E( £ Xr \ )] = 1,' ' . n ns . p nj L n ,p k 1 n y J 9t] d (] =1 0 n M
so that we may choose a sequence {k^} such that
00 p 00(1.15) E £ X. , 0 and E £ X7, -> 0 as n -» ».
3 = K
nj
3 = K
nj
Now we can apply McLeish's result (1.4) to the m.d.a's 
and{XnJ' V tx^., rJnj}, since the tightness condition
follows trivially from (l.l4). Thus 
n+k n+k
sn2 E+In[4-E(4l t.f)] S 0 and B^2 ^ n[X|-E(x|| \ _ x)) «0,
and (l.lo), (1.12) follow from (1.15). If Eh^ = 1, then we
have convergence of first absolute moments in (1.13) as well 
as convergence in probability. This is equivalent to uniform 
integrability of the sequences and hence to Ln convergence 
(Chung (1974), Thm.4.5.4). □
Under a mild condition (which is certainly satisfied if 
2 2 P 2B /s~ -> % , an a.s. positive and finite r.v.) the modified 
condition (l.ll) is equivalent to the conditional Lindeberg 
condition.
Proposition 2.9. 
s2
t—S) are tight. 
Bn
Assume that both the sequences
B2
<L.
and
Then the conditions (1.9 ) and (l.ll) are equivalent.
Proof. We show only that (l.ll) implies (1.9 )# as the converse 
is entirely similar. Choose e )> 0. By tightness, there 
exists Y ) 0 for which sup P(s B^ Y) <( e- We then have
LI,Sn = Bn P E[Xk K Xk> e?cn)l V f  n+1
s 2B2*B 2 £ E[X2I(X2 > Y 1e2B2)| rJ, .] n n n ,-1 L k x k — n' 1 k-lJn+1
+ I t s ^ l  yJ-b-V^ •- 2„2
By (l.ll), it follows that if n is sufficiently large, then 
P(LHSn )> 2e) 2e+e = 3e, which suffices to prove the result.| |
Aside: Heyde (1977) also obtains the following result:
Proposition 2.9. The following conditions are sufficient for 
(1.7) and (1.8) of Theorem 2.1.
(1.16)
and
(l.17)(Lindeberg) "2 s E[X2l(X2 > e2s2)] - 0 ¥ e > 0.
n+1
This result can be improved slightly, in correspondence 
with the improvement of Theorem 2.1 given as Theorem 2.2. In 
fact we need only assume sn ^ B~ and the (weaker) condi­
tional Lindeberg condition. Indeed, using Dvoretsky's (1972)
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Lemma 3 • 5 * McLeish (1974, p.626) shows that the conditional
Lindeberg condition for triangular arrays implies
max X^ . 8-0. Carrying this over to tail sums as in the 
nj
proof of Proposition 2.3* we verify condition (1.8)'. By
Proposition 2.3* the conditional Lindeberg condition is just
what is needed to check condition (1.7)* so the CLT for 
00 00U Ex, (and V E x , )  can be read off from Theorem 2.2. n . k n , -i kn+1 n+1
Finally we make some observations concerning the [b^ 3. 
Although we have not been able to make significant use of 
these properties, they are interesting enough to present for 
their own sake.
l) Using the definitions of Neveu (1975)* it is clear that
2the positive supermartingale B is the potential of the
n £
increasing process A = E E(X, | M , ) with respect to the
n k=l K K"1
00
G-fields 3 1 , J g *  • • • * Indeed B r  =  E( E E(Xkl rJ  k _ p )  I - n )
n+1
00 2
= E[ (A -A ) I '~i ] * where we have set A. = E E(XL | '3 , ) .oo n n ^ ^_"j^ ik- ik- -L
Chapter 4 of Garsia (1973) is devoted in part to the study of
martingales for which JJT e  L , but his results do not seem
relevant in this context, as they deal mainly with inequalities
between norms.
2) The sequence Zn = sn2B^ is 'almost' a positive super 
martingale, in that we can write
E(Zn+1l 1 J  = E(s.:pB2’n+1 n+1
-  2 2where, under (1.8), sn+^s^ (which is always y_ l) converges
U \ ~2 2 -2^2 -2 p /v2 I< r  \J ) = s ,,s s B - s  ,-,E(X.i i ) n J n+1 n n n n+1 v n+11 n'
-2 _ 2,<(_ s t.s^Z’n+1 n n ’
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to 1 as n -> oo. it is not, however, possible to obtain an
analogue of the supermartingale convergence theorem without
rstrong hypotheses on the sequence Is J.
3) For m ) n, we have
k-1
:2 Z E(X^| b . O - E t X 2 ! 1 )  = s i  Z Z E (X^ I a _,)
k=n+l k-1 k=n+2 j=n+l
-E(xki 3.1-1)
-2 m-1= s - 2 E( S X,
n j=n+l k=j+l k
2 I qJ . )-E( Zx2 | , , )
k=j +1 k j-1
which is a sum of martingale differences. Without further 
unnatural conditions, however, neither the convergence of this 
representation as n -» <», nor its use in deriving results about 
the convergence of sn ”(^n-^n^ zero seems clear.
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§2. The Case EpP = 1.
The following simple lemma leads to the equivalence of 
our random normings in the uniformly integrable situation.
L-j p
Lemma 2.6. Suppose Y — — p , and that [ 1 } is an
00
increasing sequence of a-fields such that Y e '} = V  3
L n n=1
for all n. Then Y -E(Y | 3 ) — — > 0.n v n 1 n ‘ /
Proof. (2.1) Yn-E(Yn l a n) = E(Yn-T| 1 m)-E[ (Yn-f) I 3n]
-[E(ti2| 'Jn)-E(ri2| f}J]
The third term converges to zero a.s., and hence in L' (see 
e.g. Chung (1974), Theorem 4.5-4). The L-^-convergence to zero 
of the first and second terms is seen as follows:
e ! E[ (Yn--n2) I 3-n ] I 1  E E(|Yn-Y| I 3-n ) = E|Yn-Ti2| -> 0. □
2 r 2Remark. E(p I 3" ) is used instead of p above, as we do
not assume that 3 is complete.
We obtain the following basic result by applying the
-2 2 -2 2lemma to the cases Y = s U and Y = s V , noting thatn n n n n n “pEp = 1 implies uniformly integrability of the sequences and 
hence their L-^ convergence (Chung's 4.5-4 again).
Theorem 2-7- If s-^U^ 5- p^ 7 0 a.s. and Ep^ = 1, then ---------- l n n x
B_1U 8- 1. n n
If ^ ^  ^ ^ a.s. and Epr~ = 1, then 8 1.
We might conjecture that Lemma 2.6 remains true if L-^ 
convergence is replaced by convergence in probability. Using
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(2.1) and subsequencing to replace convergence in probability 
by convergence with probability 1, we reduce to the following 
question: does Yn -a--s-‘^> 0 imply E(Y | ) a-*■"■*)> 0? The
following simple counterexample destroys our hopes.
Example 2.8. Let (0, ,P) = ([0,l],Borel sets, Lebesgue mea­
sure). Let '3* be the partition of [0,1] into intervals 
of length 2-n, and define
Clearly P(Yn ^ 0) = 2~n , so Yn a- S *)> 0 by the Borel- 
Cantelli Lemma. On the other hand, if w e  [k2 n ,k+1 2 n ), 
then
, . . .,
k+1 2-n
E(Yj 'Jn)(+ = 2n J Y (uu)du)n-n
Thus for all n, E(Y | IV ) = 1 a.s.9 v n 1 n
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§ 3.____ Two Examples for the Case Eiy / 1.
Two examples are presented in this section: in each case
-1  00 oa CLT exists for U EX, and Ep <( 1, but in the first
n+1
B ^ 1, whilst in the second B % 2/3, so that B and n n n n J n
U are not strictly asymptotically equivalent.
Example 2.9« As before, take (ft, ‘J , P) = ([0,l],Borel sets, 
Lebesgue measure).
The construction is given first for ordinary sums, and 
then carried over to tail sums in a straightforward way. For 
this section only, we shall change notation slightly, using 
tildes to distinguish the tail variables and sums. Thus
on2 -p -y-2 ~2s = L E X . , s n . , l* ni=l i=n+l
E E X 2i *
Ordinary sums. The sequence [ x . )  is defined through.its
2squares X :, with the sign of the square root ±Jx^J being
chosen to ensure that the X. are martingale differences. Go 
if j y_ 1, and 2'*L <^_ j / 2'*L put
x j (w)
21+1
1
2
-i-20 w < 2
2"1"2 i  «)< I
k 1 U) i 1
a i
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Let 3~. be a partition of [0,1] into intervals of length
J_ i _ 2
2 . For X. (u>), we choose alternately the positive and
J 2
negative square roots of X.(u>)., as moves from 0 to 1.
That is, if m e  [k2 ,k+1 2 ~ ^ ), set m.(m) = k' and
m . (m) — --- J
choose X.(m) = (-1)  ^ yx/(m). This will ensure both thatJ J
X.. is j.-measurable and that E(X_. I 3*.. , )J
Now EX2 J
l n  . 1
J j-1 for all j )> 1.
1, so P pE EX. = n. Let h (uu) 
1 J „
±  Thus Ep^ = 3 / 4 .  If n > 2 then
-n0-2
on the interval [2 ,1], we have
-2 2 v2 1
n
n0 1
£ X 2 + n-2
1 J n
-2 n
x 2 *
n 1 0
0
P
From this it is clear that s
—  2 2s E(max X^) -> 0, we need only verify that a^ 
n k<(n
k a , ,  \^-k-2 . k;1 ^ i  ^ - i - 3  , 1 71k -> oo. But 2“ak = (2 +1) 2 + £ (2 x +1) 2 
i=0
2 kE (max X 2 ) -> 0
J^2k J
0 (k)+ ZT+IT
as k oo, which suffices. Thus the conditions of, say, Hall's 
(1977) central limit theorem are satisfied. It is interesting 
to note that whilst the Lindeberg condition fails, the condi­
tional Lindeberg still holds here.
Tail sums. As mentioned earlier, the continuous "involu­
tion" of D[0,oo) as used by Barbour (1974) and Heyde (1977) 
provides a convenient device for relating tail sum behavior to 
that of ordinary sums. In this case it suggests (Barbour,
p.363) or Heyde (p.762) that to convert the above example to
2tail sums we should set X. = X./s: = X./j. This of courseJ J J J
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-1 ~ P  1 1implies that sr~ = X EXf = X —^ — — -> 0 as n -> <*>, and
n n+1 k n+1 k2 n
n ^
that ( X X^, 3" , n )d l) is a martingale. 
k=l
Condition (1.7) of Theorem 2.1 is easily checked: if
n
n y 2 2 , then on the interval
X
n0 "2 r^ - 2  °° p2 u ,1], s 2 X ' = P n ! n k k=n+l
Setting n^ = 2 , it follows that for condition (1.8), we need
only show that A ' - 2
X2
sn E(max -^) -» 0 k -» co. But
,iX
Afc = s'“2 E(max -~)
k+1 j>_nk j 
X2
-2
k+1 i>k 2'
Pk
E(-|t7)
nk+l
2k+l2-2k ^ Q> Thus
Theorem 2.1 applies, giving a CLT for Un Sn .
We note also that if k )> n, then on the interval 
-[logQn]-2 p
[2 2 »1],E(X2 | J )Xn , so that k s' 2B2 §• p‘ and
Bn1Un ^ 1, thus giving a CLT for B^S^. Once again the 
Lindeberg condition fails - this may be obtained from the 
ordinary sum case from the equivalence of the two conditions, 
proved by Barbour (197^-*P • 363-^-); or directly as follows. Take
e = =r. nn_ = 2k. If 2k j < 2k+1, then X2/j2 > (2k+l)2 2 (k+1)12* lxk
)> 2 k 2 with probability
'-2
X j=n.
C\J11CVJ and hence
2 2 ~ Y Y2~2 \ ns ) ] ~n
i c o  A . A .
2k s E —il (—i >
nk 2k J X+2
> pk. 2k. p“k 2.2~k“2 _ i/ißf for aii k.
Remark. Heyde (1977) remarks that (1.7) and (1.8) are equiva-
p
lent to (l.l6) and (1.17) if Ep = 1. This example shows the
2necessity of the condition Ep = 1. On the other hand, since 
the explosion occurs only on an interval decreasing to 0, it
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is clear that the conditional Lindeberg condition will con-
tinue to hold, so that via Proposition 2 .3* V is equivalent
to .n
Example 2 .10. This construction is motivated by the example of
§2 .2 . Take (0, 3 ,P) as before and let J be a partition
of [0,1] into — 2n-1intervals of length 2 Define
Y2 <
r2n-l 1
+ 2 k2"n <^_ uo < k2 n+2 2n, some k - 0,1, ..., 2tl-
• 1 ‘ 1" 2 otherwise,
and define V as in the previous example, to satisfy
E<XJ VP 0 . Write x£ for x j + .
diagram of X?,...,xE is helpful.
The following
n = 4 
n = 3 
n = 2 
n = 1
I X L
Or it 8 1 1a
3 2
H 8
Now EX2 = 1  so s2 = n. As before put Xn = sn2Xn = Xn/n. 
*2Thus EX 
,r2 a.s.\ 1
- and s'2 = H - - . As in §2 .2,n 2 n n .2 nn n+1 k
_L j 2^ x2 ~-2 y1 *y2 a. s 1-> ■=■ and so s U = s X Xx 2 n n
2 1
n , V k  n+1
P> 75* and so we shall
,n-l  2 ”Ltake *n = -p . Now for n 3* the map n r* — —  is strictly 
d n
monotonic, and from the diagram it is clear that
Xk on_ 1 _n 00 P -nP( max -£ = V-) = 2 ( 1 -  X 4 J ) q  2 .
3^ _k(oo it n^ j =1
Thus
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(3.1) ™, 3f|> - T* al § - 2 - ^ 4 ^  -g-Lj(1 -|2'rl)
-> 3 n -> oo,
go that condition (1.8) of Theorem 2.1 fails. However,
tf2
P(max — S 0) ■ = % £ 2 ^
l£>n k n+1
2 0-n
5  2
X2
so that max —  is ultimately zero w.p.l. Hence 
l£>n k
s 2max x£ - ---)> 0, so that condition (1.8)' holds and by the
k>n
00 -more general Theorem 2.2, U ^ X, ^ N(0,l).n . -i k n+1
One can demonstrate that s”^ßf = 's"2 2 E(X^|f3^n ) 3/4n n n+1
2 -kas follows. The function, X^ is periodic with period 2 .
whilst the intervals of *3"^  have length 2 2n~^. Thus, if
k / 2n+l, then 2-^ / 2 uuu „— +- v k' v nk ^ 2n 1 and E(Xt| v,) ~ 1« If* however,
p  r^x\ + 1  —  K.k <( 2n+l, then every cycle of Xi contains 2 intervals
of 'J . Since we are considering k )> n, 2-2k <^_ 2
2that the jump in a cycle of X^ . is wholly contained within a 
single 3 -interval, on which E(X^ .| 3  ) = ^  +  2 ^ n + ^ 2 ~ ^ 2 ^ ~ ^
= i + 22n On the remaining 2^n+^"^-l intervals,
E(x2! 3 n ) = i. Thus, if n+1 k <^_ 2n,
Pr(E(X2 | 9 n ) ^ |) = 2k .2'2n-1.
-2n-l
-n
Choose e y 0 and nn so that 2 ^ <( e . Then
Pr(E(X2| > ) / i, some k, n+1 k 2n-n )2- 
2n-n, -n
^  2-2n-l s 0 2k 2 0 < 6.
n+1
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So with probability greater than 1-e,
2 n- 2-2 s B n n s' 2 2 n
2n
%  + s'2 s 4 > + s ”2 2 - ^ E ( X ^ I ^ )
n+1 2k2 n 2n+l k2 n 2n-nQ +l k2 K n
1 , 1 , n . _,e
** IT + 2 +lim Rn n-*»
Now if k )> 2n-n^, E(x £.| 'J- ) 22n~^ <^_ 2 2 , so that in fact
0 /"s"# p n^O
Rn -> 0. In other words, for large n, Pr (| s - 3/^-1 ^  G ) <( e> 
as required.
It is worth noting that the conditional Lindeberg condi­
tion holds here also, even though the Lindeberg condition
2 2
X k X k 2~2 Oitself must fail, due to (3.1)* Indeed E[— ^I (— p )>_ e^s ) | 3" k -, ]
k k n
is non-zero with probability at most 2 and hence must be
ultimately zero w.p.l. Returning to the Remark following 
Example 2.9 we conjecture that in fact the conditions (1.7) 
and (1.8)' of Theorem 2.2 are equivalent to (l.l6) and the 
conditional Lindeberg (1.9) under some hypothesis weaker
pthan Ep = 1.
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§ il* CLT’s When B 2U 2 ^ p2.------------------ ----n— n------
It might be objected that although U2/B2 1 in Example
2.10, a central limit theorem for B ^S still exists (withn n v
asymptotic variance 2/3 instead of l) in virtue of the
convergence B IP ^ 2/3» In this section, however, we show
that if U2/B2 % p2, then it is U that converges ton n  ’ n n &
normality and Bn S^ to a mixture of normals. We shall need 
a central limit theorem for arrays of martingale differences 
which generalises the theorem for sequences which is stated 
without proof in Aldous and Eagleson (1978) (and which in turn 
generalises Theorem 3.1 in Basawa and Scott (1977)). Although 
the proof we give is essentially assembled from McLeish (197^ -) > 
Hall (1977) and the above paper, it seems worthwhile to outline 
it for the following reasons. Firstly, it is not cluttered 
with the notational complications and slightly more stringent 
hypotheses (i.e., the analogue of (1.8) rather than (1.8)') 
required for the proof of the corresponding invariance 
principle (cf. Hall). Secondly, we can allow for doubly 
infinite arrays at the outset, as this is the application we 
have in mind. Thirdly, we can incorporate the observation in 
(but not original with) Aldous and Eagleson, namely that one 
can obtain two theorems for the price of one by showing that 
the convergence of Sn to pN(0,l) is stable and deducing 
immediately therefrom a (mixing) CLT for S /U .
Let [Xnj, 1  .} be a doubly infinite array of r.v.'s on 
(Q, 3-, p) such that
E X . < ^ ni x(4.1) 00 a . s . ¥ n .
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o p
Let U'* = X Xjh - This converges for each n a.s. by (4.1). 
i
00
Set = II (1+itX ^). To show that this infinite product
i=l
converges a.s., we use (4.1) and note that for x real,
(4.2) eix = (l+ix)expt— + r (x)},
where |r(x)| |xp for |x| <( 1. A sequence £ }  of
r.v.'s is said to converge weakly in L-, to Y, also in L-, ,
w-L1 1 1
(and denoted by Y -----)> Y) if for all 3" -measurable events B,
lim E YnIß = EYIg .
n->co
The first step in our programme is analogous to Theorem 
(2.1) in McLeish (1974).
Proposition 2.11. Suppose that for all real t,
(b) [t } is uniformly integrable
(4.3)
Then e
(a)
y
Tn L  i1 M u2 = X X2 .n j nj
its wn - s
- i t 2,
e
i nJ
, i.e. (Aldous and Eagleson Proposi­
tion l), Sn converges stably to the normal mixture *nN(0,l), 
where N(0,l) is independent of .
.2 p
Proof. Using (4.2), put W^ = exp l— —  X Xn . + X r (X .t)j to
J J
get
(4.4)
its
2 2 -tS p“ V
T e  2 + T (W - e 2 ).n n ' n '
1 2  2its -gt n
Choose any B e j~ . We wish to show that EIße -> El^e 
In view of (4.3a) and the definition of weak L-^-convergence,
63? 2 -t TI
this reducer, to checking that E[J'^T (W -e 
assumption (4.3d)
) ] -> 0. Prom
|2 r(tX .) | <( \ t \ ~ > max|x . |X . §• 0, 
J J nj j nj
t2h2
so that (4.3a) and (4.3c) imply IBTn ^ n ~ e  ^ 0. But
its t2h2
from (4.3b) each of the families [l_,e n } and I h T  e 2 3
Jo d  n
t2p2
“ 2
are uniformly integrable, hence (by (4.4)) [l„T (W -e ))b n  n
is also, which yields (Billingsley (1968), Theorem 5*4) our 
result.
Theorem 2.12. Let now [Xn 3^ be a doubly infinite m. d.a. 
satisfying (4.1), and the following properties:
(4.5)
a) E(sup X2 .)  ^M V n. b) max | XnJ.I B o.
c) n 2. h 2< oo a.s. 
j nj d)
3 . cnj n^+l,j V J'*
- ^b2t'
ch.f. E (eThen Sn = 2 Xni ^  F (stably)> where F has
Proof Suppose initially that •n a . s .
We shall apply Proposition 2.11 to the new m.d.a. defined
by setting
i-1
Z . = X .I( X x2. < 2A) . ni ni h  n nj 1 0=1
Clearly (4.1) and (4.3d) hold for this new array; whilst (4.3c) 
follows from
.2P(Cn ) = P(3i:Znl ^ Xnl) = P(S x O  > 2A) -> 0 as n^co.
j
(4.6)
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Let J infti: S X' . )> 2X) If the inf exists, and net
n j =1 nJJ =oo otherwise. Then n
q m mh m n l =  I . "  ( 1 + i t z n i ) l  =  . M i + t  z n i )1=1 1=1
9 9exp(t"' X X^^) if JR y_ m 
1=1 Jn_1
(l+t2X2 )exp(t2 E X2i) if J < m . 
n i=l
In either case, we have from (4.5a) that independently of n:
(4.7) E lvm n l2 1  e2At~ E (l+t2max X2 ) (l+M)e2At .
Ü
¥e deduce firstly that for each n, the family [v ) is
00
uniformly integrable, so that n (1+itZ actually converges
i=l
in L-j , and secondly that condition (4.3b) holds. It remains 
therefore to check condition (4.3a), namely that
(4.8) E IßTn -> E IB1 = P(B) V B g >  .
Suppose firstly that B e l - , for some n, j. Then from then j
martingale property and (4.5d)
j m
E IBTn = lim E I n (l+itz k ) n (l+itz k)
n->oo k=l +1
«]
= E IB n (l+itznk). V n > n0
Thus
|E IB(Tn-l)|2 1 P (B)EIh (l+itZnk)-l|2
2
P(B)[2J (t2jvl)e2+E[2+2(e2At ) (l+t2max X2 .) ] I (supX2k>j nj k
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for any given e. Clearly this can be made arbitrarily small 
by first choosing e and then n sufficiently large (using 
(4.5a) and (4.5b)).
Now use a standard monotone class argument. Let
B  = lB e a  :(4.8) holds). Suppose B^ |  B, with Bm € B  ,
and choose e )> 0 . The uniform integrability of Tn implies
the existence of a 6 = 6(e) such that E e } and P(E) < 6
==> sup E T I <( e/3- For m such that P(BNB ) / 6 a e/3 n n n m
and n large;
|E IB (1-Tn )| 1  |E(lB-IBm)|+|E IBm(l-Tn )|
+ IE Tn(lB ' V I  < e’m
Thus ®  contains the field U . and is a monotone
n> j nJ O,class - it therefore contains = g ( U j ). Finally for
n, J
arbitrary B e j , we write
E IB(V 1) = E[(Tn-l)E(lB l % ) ]  0
since E(lg| l r is a bounded ^-measurable function. Hence
B  = 3r , and condition (4.3a) is satisfied.
Now apply Proposition 2.11 to the Z^ = E Z  ^ to obtain
2 ?
itZ - t 11
E I e -> E I e 2 for all B c 3" .
But from (4.6),
itZ its t~i t* / n nE IB (e -e
itZ its
E (e n-e n ) I £  2P(C ) ->0,
which yields
its
2 2 
t ^ r T
E Iße n -> E Iße V B e 3- .
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Now suppose that p Ls arbitrary but finite a.s.
2Choose A to be a continuity point of the d.f. of p , and 
set
i-1
Zni = Xni1  ^ E Xni i  A ) 4  = Tt I h 2 x ) +XI(n2 > x ) •
,1=1 '
i 2
Defining again J as inf{i: S X . ) Aj and «> if the inf
n j=l nJ
does not exist, note that E zj~. = E ^ n i ^ ^ n i  ^
J -1 i i
+ , j xni+xnj )T(Z xni > M- 0n tho net A  Xni > XA w0 fincl 
1 n Jn p p n
I E X .-A < X T 0 .1 1 ni x nJn
On the other hand, using (4.5c) and the assumption that A
is not an atom of P^, it is clear that P(r4~<^A,E X^h^>_A) -> 0
and P(p^ )> A,EX^i <_A) -> 0. It follows that 
i
E S A a.s., and we may apply our earlier proof to the
sums = E Zni and limit r.v. P^. Further,
its itS^
sup I E IB (e n-e n ) | <^_ 2 sup P(E X^a > A ) -> 0 as A -> 
n n i
using the tightness of the family = E x|h . So if we write
i2 2
its
E IB (e n-e
aji_ its itsA
2 ) 1 IE IB (e n-e n
+|E IB (e
itsA
2 2‘A 2 2t2n2 2 2 t p^
-e )I+|e IB (e -e )l,
it becomes clear that the left hand side converges to zero
□as n -> oo.
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n ^
Now suppose that [ X X^, 3- ,n l) is a square-
i=l
integrable zero mean martingale on (0, 3" ,  P) with
s = 2 E Xf -» 0 as n -> oo0 Define U , B “ as before,n k n' nn+1
Theorem 2.13» Suppose
(4.9) B"SU^ P> Y  > o a. s.; 
and that,
(4.10) R~2sup X2 S 0 .
11 A  Kk>n
Then B^S”1 ==> P N(0,l) (stably) and U^S”1 ==> N(0,1) (mixing), 
where p is a copy of p which is independent of N(0,l).
—2Remark. The proof goes through also if we replace Br every-
~2where by s^ - this gives Theorem 2.2.
Proof. Form a doubly infinite m.d.a. by setting
CO Q  n J
r - \ /  -m / r> II- - \ ; p  [*0 r  a p pY . - B~ 1X , .. Thusnj n n+j
whilst 2 —  2sup Y . =
3 nJ V
o nJ " 0=1 nj
2 5 „ , ^ „2 p „20 and B y  . 5- p2 <( ooa.s. 
fc>n K j nJ
Applying Theorem 2.12, B — )> F (stably) where F has ch.f.
- Ap2t2 n D2 ). Arguing now as in Aldous and Eagleson (1978,
p.330), it follows that (B"1?^, p) ==> (Yp,p), where Y is a 
standard normal variate independent of J . Then from the 
Remark following their continuous mapping Theorem 1 ’ (p.328),
r l)B"l~ v ” ' ' ' - N ------  *-1'n ' n
using the independence of Y and ”3" .
(Bnpi )Pn ii “P  Y (stably)> whence = >  Y (mixing),
□
Aside: We shall not pursue here the question of what central
limit theorems may be obtained for tail sums if we replace 
second moment and martingale difference assumptions by a
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condition requiring the individual terms, when suitably
truncated to be close to martingale differences. However, the
following extension of Theorem 2 in McLeish (1978) in the
spirit of our Theorem (2.12) suggests that something may be
possible in this direction. For convenience, write K._,(*)
for E(* I If . -i ). v 1 J n,j-1'
Theorem 2.14. Let [X ., ^ } be a doubly infinite array of
r.v.’s on (ft, 3",P) such that S X . ( «> a.s. for each n.
1 ni
Assume conditions (4.5b)-(4.5d) of Theorem 2.12 hold, and 
instead of (4.5a) assume the existence of a finite positive 
d such that
( 4 - 1 1 ) E  h j _ H x n j l (  l x n j  I i  Y n ) l  p> 0  .
J
where y is some sequence of positive constants bounded away
r » I "I
from 0 with y^ e 0[P(sup|x . | )> d) ]. Thennj
==> F (stably), where F has ch.f - — n2t2 E(e 2 ).
T. ni
Proof. Choose a sequence of positive constants y t oo such
that y2P(sup|x . | > d) -» 0. Define X . = X .l(|x .| < Y ). n ' . 1 nj 1 x ' nj nj v1 nj1 x n'J
The result follows by applying Theorem 2.12 to the m.d.a.
[x .-E. -.X ., j .). The details are very similar to those ofnj J-1 nj nj J
McLeish (p.l48) and so are omitted.
Remark. Modulo the use of slightly different stability condi­
tions, this result contains that of Rootzen (1977b), who con­
sidered the case y = 1. Its proof is more direct than that 
of Rootzen, who proceeds via an invariance principle.
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We now consider whether Theorem P.13 provides more 
general conditions for a CLT than Theorem 2.2. That is, do 
(1.7) and (1.8)' imply (4.9) and (4.10)? The answer is no -
we shall construct a martingale for which sn n  !— — / pr
without there being any r.v. 6 ~ such that s "B~ ~> 6 (and 
hence no r.v. y for which (4.9) holds, since
B 2U2 = (s V )(B 2s‘2)). The idea is to observe that the limit n n x n n7 v n n
r ^ —  p~2(3/4) of the sequence sn oY BxamPle 2.10 may be changed 
(to 7/8) by constructing a slightly different martingale. The 
sequence obtained via a suitable merging of the two martingales 
has subsequences tending in probability to both 3/4 and 7/8.
Suppose firstly that there are given two martingale 
difference sequences [Y , ^ ] and [Zn, both of which
satisfy E Y2 = 1, Y2 ■ -a— ■-> i , s' 2 E Y2 a--~—) i and J n n x 2 n , n xn+1
'-2
' ~ " ' 2
;2 a.s. v ^ ~2 „2 , 2  , -2s^ max q where = Y^/n^, and s^ is the same
for both sequences. Suppose also that s~ BE. = s~ B ^ Yk'5n^
n ,n 1 n+1P ^_2~p p-> 3/4 and that s Bl 4- 7/8. Choose increasing sequencesn ci) n
tnk) and {n^) suchthat nv< n[< n ^  < n ^  < ...,k x k x k+1x k+1
+  -12> P(lk / / n k-3/4l>2E)<2kand P( l ^ , n 2 7/8l > s K l .
and s2,/s2 < i/8k2
nk nk
and
nk+l nk
/s2 < l/8k2 .
Define
f Yn nk < n 1 nk
Wn =
l +  nk < n i nk+l •
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Thus [w , £j is a martingale difference sequence satisfying
EW2 = 1,W2 —a— ?■•_..> i , and if W2 = W2/n2, then n n / 2 n n
But
P(|R„ I > jt) ^  2kE|R I <_ 4k s 2 , / g  < l/2k ,
nk nk nk nk
so from (4.12) P(|s'2B2>n - 3/41 > 1/k) 1/k.
k 3 k
On the other hand, a similar calculation using n 
n^ shows that
' - 2~2
instead of
P(I V BW,n' _7/81 > 1/k) t 1/k , k k
p^ ps BE approaches 3/d- and 7/8 along the sub- n w, nso that
sequences {n^} and {n^} respectively, which implies that
it cannot converge in probability at all.
It remains to establish the existence of the sequences
(Y , C ) and (Z , Ü  ). This is achieved via suitable modi- ' n ^n n
fications of Example 2.10. So let (0, 3" ,P) = ([0,1], Borel,
Lebesgue); ^ = partition of [0,1] of width 2-4n-l and
Y.2 1
\ 2 2 n -
■i, i 
+ 2 w e [k2 2n,k2 2n + 2 /,n) k = 0,l, ... , 2 2n-l
n - 1I 1
1 2 otherwise.
x2Ä2n where
2X2n is defined as in Example 2.10. It
follows from Example 2.10 and small changes in the methods used 
there that (Y * ) has the required properties. The choice
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of the a-fields rather than the 3'n of Example 2.10
arises out of the need for a different m.d.s. [z } whichn
lives on the same a-fields as {Yn ). In fact, we set
Z2n
a) e [ k2 ^n ,k2 ^n +2~^n ) k = 0,1, . . . , 2^n -1 
otherwise
and define Zn = as before to make it an m.d.s.
Again EZ^ = 1, and P(Z^ / -|) = 2^n *2~^n = p~n so that
Zn |  and if \  - Z n/s^ - ZR/n. Then
s'" z ZZ i . Further,
n n+1 ^
Z? Qk-1 .
P(max — ^ = — p + - a— ) <^_ 2
l£>n k 2k k^
which leads to s max Z\ — a ‘ ° * 1 0.n ! \ kk>n
—  2~2To find p-lim s B„ , argue as in Example 2.10. If n /. .i y ri
3 k )>_ kn+1, then E(Z^| £ ) = 1. If k n, but 3k ^ 4n+l, 
then
n.i3) E(Z2 | g n )
with probability 23k ^n-l^ln+l 3k_1  ^
|^ + 2^n ^k with probability 2^k ln-  ^ ^
and if n^ 
P(E(Z®
Putting Z.2
is chosen such that 2 - < e, then
^ 2’ some n+1 <^_ k
4 n+1
3 e .
o _i- Zj^  - — , it follows that with probability greater
than 1-e,
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~ - 2~2 s B„ n Z, n
rkn+±1
j
n+1
1 + n
2k
4n+l
+ n
l 3 j 
Z
r4n+l-,
s _L
[Ui+b+i k2
E<^ l £n)
Using (4.13) to dominate the last term and the fact that n^ 
is fixed, we find that the RHS is equivalent to
~ + Ä  + nn - 1+ - 3A) +3A +0 = 7/8
as n -> oc .
Thus sR2 E E(Z^ I (J ) 8 7/8 as required. 
n+1 n
It seems clear that the converse of the question raised 
above can be answered negatively by the same method - merely 
concoct sequences X-^  n and Xp n such that (say)
r 2u2 8 in ul,n 2 s 2b2 8 3/4n l,n and * n % , n  ^  '^12 7/8
(so that B U. 2/3, i = 1,2); and then merge them in suchn. l j n.
2~2a way that sn for the new sequence does not converge in
probability. In summary, therefore, the conditions of 
Theorems 2.2 and 2.13 are not directly comparable.
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§ 5•____Tail Sums Without u.a.n. Conditions.
So far we have always imposed a condition such as 
~_2 ~2 d 2 ~2 ps max Xn ^ 0 or B max X, 0 . The corresponding 'uniformn k n , v k x .°ly n k>n
asymptotic negligibility' (u.a.n.) condition in the martingale 
difference array context (i.e. (4.5b)) is needed to ensure
othat terms of order x^ and higher in (4.2) can be ignored.
In the absence of this constraint, therefore, it is clear that 
central limit theorems will hold only for a very restricted 
class of arrays. Zolotarev (1967) characterised all such 
arrays in which the variables are independent within rows (and 
have finite variances). In fact he showed that it was necessary 
and sufficient that the array admit of a partition into a 
'u.a.n.' array (satisfying a Lindeberg condition) and an array 
of 'non-negligible' summands, each of which was approximately 
normal. The sufficiency part of this result has been general­
ised to a martingale setting by Adler and Scott (1975)* Prom 
this we can obtain results for tail sums using the device of 
Theorem 2.13 (either make a trivial modification to the Adler- 
Scott Theorem to allow for doubly infinite arrays, or choose
k such that s2 M /s2 -> 0 as in Heyde (1977))- The details
n
will be omitted, as they are in principle straightforward, 
whilst the conditions of Adler's and Scott's result are lengthy 
to state. Furthermore, it is clear in the light of Hall's 
(1977) work, that e.g. their stability hypothesis (6) can be 
weakened, but we have not investigated how far the theorem can 
be generalised.
Instead we shall consider two aspects of the important 
special case in which the differences X^ decrease geometrically
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fast. These will inter alia illustrate the essential features
of the above discussion in a simple context. Firstly, we give
~2a second example of the non-equivalence of the normings U , 
Vn, and B n ; and then a central limit theorem with application 
to supercritical branching processes.
Example 2.15« three state, homogeneous Markov chain is
2chosen to simplify calculation of V n ; the martingale require­
ment and the condition E(X^+ . |X^) = EX^+ . for j )>_ 2 (to
2simplify ) determine it uniquely.
In fact, let ^ n ^n 1 Ee a h°m°£eneous Markov chain on 
{-l,+l,o} with stationary initial distribution 
Pl+Pp Pi+P2(— ^ ^  , 1-p^-Pp) and transition matrix
1 -1 0
1 pl pl l-2p-^
-1 p2 p2 l-2p2
0
O
J
ft+ 
CV! 
1—1 
ft P 1+P2
2 1-pl~p2
For k > 1, let Xk = 2 n/2Yk and 3 k = a (X1, . . . ,Xfe). Clearly 
[X, , ) is a martingale difference sequence withK. K.
o  ' It °° p
EXk = 2 (Pi+P2^  and 2 EXk ^ Define
2Pi if Yk = 1
zk= ' 2P2 if yk = -1
OJ?1—1 
ft if Yk = 0 ,
* Henceforth we consider only tail sums - hence tildes will 
be dropped from the notation.
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note that [Zji is also a stationary sequence, and that
-k-1 2)^ = 2 Z^. Now each row of P is the stationary
initial distribution, hence E(X? , . | 'J, ) = EX?, . for j )> 2.K+J K K+J —
Therefore,
E (xk+ll *
E EX 
n+l
2 n (p1+P2) U e x;
n+l J
TO - k 2 E 2 KYt
n+l
-n E 2_kY2 
k=l n+k
2~ w
,2vn =
n+l k-1
00 00
V o  ^ r/ _ 0 ~  a v1 0 ~  ^+7k-1 n+k-1n+l 1
2"nW.
B E e (x :
n+l
^ ) = e(x' L11 a ) +n v n+l n
00
E
n+2
Exf, = 2'n'1Zn+2'nlfp1+P2)
where each of the sequences (¥n) and are a^so station­
ary. Letting Z, ¥, ¥ be r.v.’s with the distribution of Z , 
¥n and ¥^ respectively, we have
2 2 
^n TD \ 2¥ ^n D  \ 2¥
r2 7 Z+(p1+P2 ) ß2 k Z+(p +p ) *
n " n
which demonstrates the non-equivalence of the normings. Again
via the stationarity, s 2E(max X?) = (p-,+PQ) ^Etmax 2n kY?)
n ]<£> n " k)> n
= const 0, so that the asymptotic negligibility condition 
fails. No central limit theorem with our normings is possible, 
since
-1 E X 
n+l k
(pypg) E
k=l
2-k/2Y
k+n
is a stationary sequence, as indeed are V
B_1S . n n
and
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The central limit theorem below is a simple tail sum 
analogue of result due to Feigin (1975) and mentioned in Heyde 
and Feigin (1975) and Scott (1977)*
Theorem 2.16. Suppose that (i) s~2B^ ^ )> 0 a.s.
? 2 — -j(ii) s . ./s -> m J for some m )> 1v ' n+j n x
i... \ atxn+raBni n x P -t2/2 . /, -lxl/2(in) E(e I j ) -> e where a = (1-m )
Then d;\J5_> N(0,1).
Proof. First we show that for any r )> 0, Bn  ^(^n~^n+2 
> N(0,l-m r). Now set
a . = IE exp [itB-1 E^xJ-e"1 //2(1~m ^) | nj 1  ^ n k 1
B  / O m  J  ^ " - L  / -I “  1
Then
bnj = ElEtexpdtB-b^.)! \ +j.1 )-e-t“/2m ' (1‘m }l-
_ n + j -1 1
anj 1  lE exP itBn 2 Xk[E(exp(ltB"XXn+i) |
-e
+ |E e
-e
n "k1n+1
-t2/2m~'-,'+1(l-m-1 
-t2/2m~j+1(1-m"1 ) 
-t2/2(l-m'J+1)] j
n n+j 1 1 J n+j -1
,-l n+j -1[ exp (itB x £ Xk ) 
n+1
7 b .+aX. n ij n,j-1
But an  ^<(_ bn j__. so by induction.
nr i s b = S ElEfexpitB’h  .| 1 . )-e_t2/2ra J+1(1 m jj=l nj j=l n n+J nhJ_i
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From (i) and (ii), we have B 2B2 . ^ m ^ ; andv / v ' n n+j-1 ,
(iii) implies that Bn^X converges in distribution, so that
0-1
exp(itB-1Xn+J.m 2 )-exp(itB^j_1Xn+.) S 0.
Since the convergence is bounded, this implies (using (iii)
with a = (l-m-^)^//2) that b . n > °° y q for eaCh j and
itB (S -S ) ,2 /n -r \n+r' . -t /2(l~m jhence that for each r )> 0, Ee ” " "' -> e
To complete the proof we make use of the following lemma.
Lemma 2.17. Let Y be a double array of r.v.'s such that
for each fixed r, Yrn -- -)> Yr, and Y^ -- )> Y, where each of
Y , Y is supposed to have an absolutely continuous d.f. with
bounded density. Then there exists a sequence r^ 'f <» such
that Y -- -> Y .rnn
Proof. Let ^rn, t be the ch.f.'s of Yrn, Yr, Y
respectively. Letting || • | denote the uniform norm on |R,
we have that u = II I ——  )> 0 for each r. By a
standard lemma (see e.g. Chung (197^ -) §7-2), there exists
r T 00 such that | | -» 0. But || t -ty | -> 0, so
n n n
the result follows.
Applying the lemma to Y = B ^(S -S . ) gives trir j & rn n v n n+r' 0
(s s , ) ®v n n+r ’ -> N(0,1) for some r f <».n 1 But E(S , /s )2 v n+r n'n n
2 , /s2 -> 0n+r nn
from (ii), so B“1S _  S 0 n n+rn
and the proof of
the theorem is complete.
Remarks. l) If we were to strengthen hypothesis (iii) to the 
assumption that bn_. -> 0 for each j ) 0 (which would be the
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strict analogue of Feigin's hypothesis), then (i) could be 
weakened to the requirement that the family Ib be tight.
The form of hypothesis (iii) was suggested by Scott's (1977) 
Lemma 1.
p2) Clearly the theorem remains true if ip is substituted 
for B"n throughout (of course, (i) disappears). On the other 
hand, if (i) is retained it is still possible to show that the 
theorem is mixing using Proposition 2 of Aldous-Eagleson (197Ö).
indeed the result B ' (Sn“*Sn+r^ -- ^ M(0,l-m 1 ) is clearly
mixing, but the rest of my proof uses an analogue of Feigin's 
original argument (as the lemma given here does not appear to
generalise), and will be omitted. From Theorem 1' of Aldous-
-  L ft)Eagleson, therefore, it follows that s S -- )> Y where Y
-itV n n
has ch.f. Ee
23) If P(u = 0 )  y  0, then a similar limit theorem can 
be obtained conditional on the set [r\c~ )> o) .
Example. Let = ^Z-^Z^,... denote a super-critical
Galton-Watson branching process with EZ-^  = m )> 1 and
p _var = o <( oo. Define a martingale ip by W^ = m Z . It
a Gfollows from the martingale convergence theorem that * - '■> W
where W is a non-negative and non-degenerate random variable.
For simplicity, and in view of 3) above, we shall assume that
W 0 a.s., which amounts to assuming that P(Z-^  = 0) =0. We
shall illustrate the relevance of the 'Bayesian' norming in a
tail sum context by deriving a CLT for the quantity 
1 _ 1 
p 2 —1 2 n(m -m) a m (W-W ); a result previously obtained by Heyde
(1971) by quite different methods.
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Here X = m~nX -m n~^Z . To calculate B2, note that n n n-1 n
if k )> n
-k„ -n„ -n n-k/ k-n\m Zk-m Zn = m £ m  (nk_n,J-m }
where the r\, . are i.i.d. with the distribution of Z, ^'k-n,j k-n
and independent of Zn ; so that
]c 2J2. . r->r f v v \2i n n . r -Sn^ 2n-2k a" k-n/ k-nn\nB = lim E[ ( X X .) I J ] = lim[m Z m - -p— m (m —1)J
k->co j =n+l  ^ n k n m -m
a2Z
2m -in
n m-2n
Hence s2 = EB2 = —  and —S = m nZn n 2 2 nm - m sn
(i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.16 hold. Finally
->> W, so that
1
Bnlxn+1 = (™2-m )2m'1 ^ T ^ n + l - ^ Jn
Z(m-1) p ”n
n j=l >0
so that on noting that Z t 00 a.s., (iii) follows from the
centra], limit theorem for i.i.d. r.v.'s. Now 
1 _ 1P IF -1 2 n —1(m -m) a Z m (W-W ) is just the normalised sum B S , and v ' n v n' n n
hence from Theorem 2.16 converges in distribution to N(0,l) 
as n -> co.
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§6, An Application to Estimation.
We shall briefly indicate an application of the limit
°°theorems of the previous sections (such as B S X, > N(0,l))n . k n+1
to the problem of parameter estimation. It arose out of an
*attempt to formulate precisely an idea due to J. A. Hartigan .
The results are somewhat incomplete, and we aim only to 
establish a basic framework. We adapt and extend the approach 
of Doob (1949)> who considered the i.i.d. case.
Let (IR00, B ) be the space of infinite sequences with 
the usual Borel c-field. We assume that there is given a family 
of probability measures [P0,0 G on ((R™, Bro), where the
parameter set (©, *3"0 ) can be taken, for example, as a (Borel) 
subset of JR . Suppose that the map ö P (a ) is measurable 
for all A e B , and that 7r is a (prior) measure on ©
p
satisfying J 0L'd7r(9) <( 00. The following (Bayesian) estimation 
problem is considered. A value of 9 is chosen according to 
the distribution it, and then a partial realisation X^,...,X 
is observed of the (co-ordinate) process [Xn,n = 1,2,...} 
which evolves according to PQ. The mean of the posterior 
distribution is used to estimate the value of 9 chosen from 
Xi,...,Xn> and °ur aim is to study large sample properties of 
this estimator.
Formally, we consider a basic probability space (ft, ,(P), 
where for concreteness (ft, 3" ) is taken as (®x(RTO, ^  x B w ), 
and the probability measure IP is the "product" measure defined 
for A e by (writing AQ = (y e IR00: (0,y) e a ) for the 9- 
section of A):
* Private communication to C. C. Heyde.
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I P ( A )  =  J  P  ( A B ) i r ( d ö ) .0 ü ü
Let -> © be the projection onto © (so it is an
r.v. having distribution it); and $>n (for n = oo also) be 
the a-field on R  00 generated by X-p...,Xn, and 3* = hp^(B ) 
be the sub-G-field of 3" which is the inverse image of 
under the projection map h?:©x R a' -> R TO.
Now Sn = tE(ö I 3- ) is a square-integrable MG which 
converges in Lp to = IE (0*1 3*^). In this case,
Bn = E ((Sex,"sn ^i ^ n ) = EflE2 (^ | 3 oo) I B-^)-E2 (^ | 3 n ), and under 
the appropriate conditions on the increments of S , we may 
apply Theorems 2.2 or 2.13 to obtain
tE(tf| l r )  - BS(eT| 3- ) ^
(6.1) °°-- ■ --->> N(0,l) [p] (mixing).
V e ((e 2 (e ] 3-J  I n )-iE2 (VI 3-n )
Of course , (E(^  ^ ) is the mean of the posterior distri-
bution of 9 given Xn =(x1, - - . > x n)- if for example the
restrictions P0,n of PH to B0 n are all dominated by some
measure A on thenn
E(a| 3-n )
J j  9 P ( X n | ö ) T r ( d ö )
7 —----- ;----------  a.s. [IP]J P ( X  l a )  T r ( d e )
TuA n
where p(xR |9) is a version of dPQ n IdA (see e.g. Liptser 
and Shiryayev (1977), Lemma 7.-4 for a careful proof).
To examine the significance of the result (6.1), let us 
consider for a moment the i.i.d. case. Assume that for each 
9 e ©, a distribution function F(x,0) is given (if py is 
the corresponding measure on is defined as the countable
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direct product of p^). Doob (19^ 1-9) assumes that a) for each 
fixed x, the map 0 h> F(x,0) is measurable, and b) 0^ / 0? 
implies F(*,01) ^ F(-,02). Suppose that 0*(uj) = 0. Doob shows 
the large n, 0 is nearly a function of x^,...,x . Indeed 
suppose that x^,x0, ...,x . . is an infinite sequence of observa­
tions drawn from the F(x,0) distribution. By the SLLN 
applied at each rational point, we find that
(6.2) F(xr ...,x )(•) = i y  I( .px ) — > F(-,0) a.s.[Pa].
1 = 1 ' J
Thus, except on a PQ-null set, 0 is a function of 
xi, . . . ,xn, • • • sequences . That is, if we define 0 : R -* © 
implicitly using (6.2) and assumption b), it follows that 
PQ[x:0(x) =9] =1. Writing 0 also for the r.v. on n 
defined by ö'0!^, we therefore find that IP[0 =0] = 1, and 
hence that E(0|3- ) = E(0|r^'co). Doob actually shows under
assumptions a) and b) that 0 is 3" -measurable (we assumeCO
*9- and 3-n are all complete); and hence that ffi(0|’} OT) = 0. 
Now (6.1) becomes
(E (0*| 3- ) - 0
(6.3) Yr = .......... -n--...-- —  ---> N (0,1) [IP] (mixing)
yi= (p| 3-n)-if (»I ■j-n)
which is an interesting result on the rate at which the 
posterior mean becomes concentrated at the value of 0 chosen.
We can reformulate (6.3) in terms of a sampling theory 
rather than a Bayesian approach, although further hypotheses 
on the d.f.’s f (x ,0) are required. For convenience, we shall 
suppose that each F(*,0) has a density f(*,0). Suppose that 
X^,X0 are i.i.d. in F(x ,0q ), where 0Q is fixed and unknown
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(the "true value"), and the problem is to estimate 0 . We 
consider estimates of the form
n n(6.4) a (x1,...,x ) = Ja n f(xi,0)d1r(8)/J n f a)dTr(e)
i=l i=l
where tt (ö) is a d.f. on ® which is used as a weighting
function. We can now, as a mathematical artifice, adopt the
Bayesian interpretation of tt (ö) and 0R as in the previous
paragraphs to obtain the result (6.3), where 0 = E(0|9- )
a. s . [P] and (E (0' | 3* n) = J 9'~ n f (X. , 9 ) dm (0 )/J n f (X.. , 0 ) dm (0 ).
Now, returning to the sampling theory context, it is clear
that Pfl [0 - 0n1 = 1, so that if we could replace [IP] by
[Pm ], a CLT usable for inference would follow - namely 
0
AÖ _ 0
(6.5) n 0—  > N(o, 1) [Pa ] .
yE(0r)i 3- ) - 9 °v 1 ° n ' n
From such a result would follow confidence intervals, hypo- 
theis tests and so on.
However the replacement of [/P] by [ P0 ] cannot be
0
achieved in general - indeed under the present hypotheses, we 
can only say that 0^ -> 0Q a.s. [ J except on a Tr-null set 
of 0^-values. Since the result (6.3) is mixing, we can 
however assert that
(6.6) (P (Y^  x | 0^-h <^_ 0 <)_ 0Q+h) -> $ (x) V x
for each h such that tt ([ 0^-h, 0^ -l-h] ) )> 0. Alternatively, if 
we write IPQ for the inverse image measure of P0 on (ft, *3" to), 
and Q for the restriction of P to 3" , we can assert from 
the mixing of (6.3) that whenever P0 <X Q our desired
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conclusion (6.5) will obtain. It is clear, however, that 
such a condition will not in general hold even for ir-almost 
all ö . Indeed if we choose to be the measure degenerate
at the sequence £ = (0,0,0,...), then clearly <^ (h0^[ü)) = 0 
and [Py {0 )) = .1 for all 0 c®.
On the other hand, consideration of simple examples (e.g., 
estimation of the success probability in binomial trials using 
a beta 'prior') shows that a result of the form (6.5) will in 
fact hold in many cases. However we have not investigated 
thoroughly the extra regularity conditions needed to pass from
(6.6) to (6.5)*
Apart from the result (6.3), it will be seen that the 
main feature of this approach is to show that w.p.l, 0 is a 
function of x^,Xp,... sequences, and is in particular 3^- 
measurable. Thus it can be applied more generally in a 
stochastic processes context - for example whenever the weak 
form (6.2) of the Glivenko-Cantelli result holds (the case of 
stationary ergodic (Xn) springs to mind).
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Chapter 3- Conditional Characteristic Furiet.Iona 
and Martingale Central Limit Theory
§1. Introduction.
The Introduction to the previous chapter outlined part of 
the large body of literature that is concerned with finding 
sufficient conditions for martingale central limit theorems.
As remarked there, necessity results (except for some invariance 
principles) are notably absent, and this is In spite of the 
classical necessary and sufficient results of Lindeberg-Feller 
and Zolotarev for sums of independent r.v.'s. In this Chapter, 
we argue that these theorems (including the necessity parts) 
have natural extensions to the martingale context. However, 
they cannot be expressed in terms of the characteristic func­
tion of the sums Sn of martingale differences [Xn, 3- n,n)>_l). 
In fact the appropriate quantity is the conditional character­
istic function
n itX .
f (t) = n E(e J| 3-, p  ,
i=l J
and whilst this is just the ordinary ch.fn. of S for
itSn n
independent r.v.'s, its relation to Ee in the general
case is rather obscure. Our main tool is the regular condi­
tional distribution function F . (x,uo) of X.. given : K _ - ,  .
For u) fixed, this is a distribution function in x, and hence 
for (almost) each fixed w, f (t) ( oj) is just the product of
the characteristic functions of F . (•, u>) - a quantity to whichJ
the theorems of Lindeberg-Feller and Zolotarev (when suitably 
reformulated) immediately apply. Returning to the ensemble 0
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of sample points u), we recover limit theorems for the 
original martingale (array). In Section 2, we use this 
technique to generalise a result of Brown (1971)* with the 
proof being completely different from Brown's original, and 
in our opinion, substantially simpler. Section 3 contains the 
corresponding generalisation of Zolotarev's necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a CLT in the absence of uniform 
asymptotic negligibility conditions. Here it is found useful 
to have a form of Zolotarev's Theorem which is expressed 
entirely in terms of characteristic functions rather than Levy 
metrics and Lindeberg conditions, so some time is spent in 
developing this.
Eagleson (1975) used regular conditional probabilities 
to extend results on martingale convergence to infinitely 
divisible distributions to results on convergence to mixtures 
of infinitely divisible laws. He considers regular conditional 
probabilities (r.c.p.) w.r.t. a single o-field however, and his 
work resembles ours only in that in both cases the r.c.p. 
technique is a parasitic one - it feeds on old limit theorems 
to produce new ones.
We remark briefly that although this chapter is not 
closely related to the previous one, the work here was moti­
vated by the search for counterexamples in §2.5*
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§2. A Martingale Form of the Llndcbcrg-Feller Theorem.
Let [X„ ., ^.;1 (  j < k, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . } be a square nJ nJ n
integrable martingale difference array on (0, 1 , P). Put 
k
p n p ,
V = S E(X . I '■J- . 1 ), and let f denote the conditional
characteristic function of S 7
0=1 Xno:
n itX .
f (t) = n E(e nJ I 3-
0=1 n,o-l
)•
[One might hope that Ef (t) would equal the characteristic 
function of Sn; but for a counterexample, take e.g. a three- 
state Markov chain on [-1,0,1} with initial distribution
/1 1 l
0 I )
/ 1 3 3and transition matrix 0 1 0
u 0
1
2
We shall prove the following extension of Brown's (1971)
Theorem 1. Notice that if the X . are independent withinnj
2 _rows, and r\ = 1, the result reduces to the Lindeberg-Feller 
(L-f ) result (see below).
2 P 2Theorem 3.1. Assume that V ^ N / 0 a.s. Then
2 2 p t
(2.1) f (t) 5 e 2 V t and max E (X2 . | > . -,) ^ 0v ' n v ' . v nj1 v n,j-1J
if and only if, V e > 0, E E[xtl(|XnJ| > e)| V j_1] % 0.
Remark. In fact Brown's original proof can easily be modified 
to produce this result. However our demonstration is built 
upon the L-F Theorem, whilst Brown's method reproves it along 
the way.
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Wo b e g in  by s t a t i n g  t h e  L-F Theorem i n  a form i n v o l v i n g  
o n l y  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f u n c t i o n s  which  a v o id s  any r e f e r e n c e  t o  
random v a r i a b l e s .
L-F Theorem 3 . 2 . ( e . g .  Gnedenko-Kolmogorov (195*0 p .1 0 2 ,  Chung
(197^) § 7 . 2 ) .  Le t  [Pn ( x ) : l  ^  kn , n  = 1 , 2 ,  . . . )  be a
f a m i l y  o f  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f u n c t i o n s  s a t i s f y i n g
kn p p
(2 . 2 ) J x dF . (x )  = 0  S j  x^dF . (x )  -» 1 (r\ ) as n -> ».
n j -j_ n<]
Then
( 2 . 3 )  n J  e l t x dF (x) -> e _ t  / 2 ( e _ t  ^ / 2 ) Vt
3 J
and
( 2 .4 )  max J* x 2dF . (x) -> 0
j J
i f  and o n ly  i f
£ P x^dF . (x) -> 0 V e y  0 .
J | X | > €  nJ
Remark. The r e s u l t  i s  u s u a l l y  s t a t e d  a)  w i t h  e q u a l i t y  i n  
(2 . 2 ) and b) w i th  ( 2 .4 )  r e p l a c e d  by th e  weaker  u n i f o r m  
a s y m p to t i c  n e g l i g i b i l i t y  ( u . a . n . )  c o n d i t i o n .
( 2 .5 )  max J dF . (x) -> 0 ¥  e > 0.
j  | x | > e  I1J
The change f o r  a )  i s  e a s i l y  made, w h i l s t  ( 2 .5 )  i s  c l e a r l y
i m p l i e d  by t h e  L in d e b e r g  c o n d i t i o n .
Now l e t  p , ( im, a ) (where uu e 0, A e ®(IR)) be a r e g u l a r
c o n d i t i o n a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  X . g iv e n  ; and F 1 . (w,x)n j  11, j  — -L rij
be t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  r e g u l a r  c o n d i t i o n a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f u n c t i o n  
( c f .  Breiman (1 9 6 8 ),  p . 7 7 f f ) *  By th r o w in g  o u t  a c o u n t a b l e  
number o f  n u l l  s e t s ,  we o b t a i n  a s u b s e t  c  0 w i t h  P(^ q ) = 1
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such that for all u> € Q^,
r E(Xn j l ^n,j-l)(u)) = = 0
(2.6)
E (X . 1 . ,nj n,j-1i_n ) (“0 = I x2dFnj
Vk E[x2jl(|xn .|> efc)| ^  («.) = Jf, , x2dFn 1 (x,o.)nj n, j-1 f|x|>ek ) nJ
itX .
E(e nJI 1 i_n ) M  = J eltxdFnj(x,uj),n, j-1
where is a sequence of positive numbers decreasing to zero.
The following 'almost sure' version of Theorem 3.1 is now 
immediate.
Lemma 3.3* Assume that VF a*°* 3 3 0 a.s.---------- n / ' / Then
tFr|2
P(fn (t) -» e V t g (R) = 1 and
iff
max E(XC .| 1 . ,) > 0j nj1 n,j-1' x
(2.7) v e > 0, S E[X2jl(|Xn j | > e)| a 'S--> 0 .
J
Proof. Using (2.6) to rewrite the quantities in the statement 
of the lemma, and passing to a sequence [e^} 6, the result
follows by discarding a null set N from and for each
fixed u) e 0q\ n applying the L-F Theorem to the family 
t Fnj (x * w) >1 <L j 1  kn,n = 1,2, . . . ).
Theorem 1 is now recovered via a standard subsequencing 
argument, for which we need a lemma.
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Lemma 3.4. If V2 ■ a<G* > p2 > o a.s. and fR (t) 
for each t e JR, then there exists a subsequence
which P[f , (t) -» e 2 V t e Ir ) = 1.
2 2 rpt*
[n‘) for
Proof. Using a diagonalisation, choose [n'} such that
2 2 
- ^ }
Ptf , (t) -> e  ^ ¥ t rational] = 1.
Discard the exceptional null set and fix i d. Since 
V ( i d ) -> ri ( i d ), the probability measures | j  , ( id, •) correspond­
ing to f , (t, u>) are uniformly tight. Let d nn(w,-) be a 
weakly convergent subsequence with limit |i(u>, •) and character-, 
istic function cp(t). Now f (t) converges to cp(t) for all
2/ n 2 nri(m) tpt and to e for all rational t. Since cp is
P2 (uQt2
2continuous, it must equal e , hence
pli , ( id, *) ==> N(0,P'(id)), for the limit is independent of the
2 2
subsequence [n") chosen. Thus f , (t) -> e ^ 7/2 Vt. | |
Proof of Theorem 3«h We use MX ^ X iff every subsequence 
X , contains a further subsequence converging a.s. to X". 
Suppose first that (2.1) holds, and choose e )> 0, and a sub­
sequence [n1]. We seek a further subsequence tn"] for which
T, E(X2, . I ( IX n - I > e) I *> „ ) > 0 .. v n"j v1 n j 1 x ' 1 n ,j-1J
By passing successively to subsequences we may assume first 
that V2 , a * s * )> p2, then (Lemma that
-> e
r^t2
p V t € I\} = 1, and finally that
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?{fn , (t) 
max E(X2 , . I y , . ) — a-*-° *• )> o. Now apply Lemma 3*3. The
j  ^  J ^  > J J-
converse is similar, with a diagonalisation needed to obtain
(2.7). □
As another example of the use of this technique to read 
off limit results for conditional ch.f's from theorems for 
independent u.a.n. variables, we consider Raikov’s Theorem on 
the equivalence of normal convergence and relative stability of 
the sum of squares.
Theorem 3.3« (e.g. Gnedenko-Kolmogorov, p.lt-3) Let
[Fnj. (x), 1 <L j <L kn ,n = 1,2, . . .} satisfy
J x d F  . (x) = 0 ,  L j  x 2d F . (x) -» 1 and max J x2dF . -» 0.J j J j J
2 2
Then n J eltxdF . (x) e_t ^2 iff n J eltx dF .(x) -> ext. 
i nj j nj
Remark. In terms of row-independent r.v.'s Xn . having the
distribution F the last condition says that nj J
U2 = E X 2 . 1 which is equivalent to IJ2 % 1, as in then . nj x M n 9
usual statement of the theorem. The corresponding result for 
m.d.a0's is as follows:
Theorem 3.6. Let (x ., 3 .} be------------  nj nj
that V2 % l and that max E(X2 .
n . i t2 j nJ
f (t) % e 2 V t iff n v
an m.d.a. as before.
3 . . ) B 0. Thenn, j -1
(t) =
itX . 
E (e nJ ^  • n )n, j -1
it
Suppose
(2.8) V t .
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This result has been obtained by Hall (1978) from Brown's
work, with (2.8) replaced by 2 Y? . 8- 1. It is possible to
j nj
show that these two statements are equivalent within the 
context of the theorem, but my present proof is somewhat 
roundabout and is hence omitted.
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§3» Conditional Characteristic Function Versions of 
Zolotarevfs Theorem.
Let [5 .) be a triangular array of random variables9^1 2independent within rows satisfying ES . = 0 EES • -» 1. In
(1
the Lindeberg-Feller Theorem, it is assumed that the array is 
u.a.n. Zolotarev (1967) found the NSC's for convergence to 
normality when the u.a.n. condition is relaxed. In this 
section, we obtain the corresponding results for conditional 
ch.f.'s, when [X ., .} is a martingale difference array
using the technique of the previous section.
We shall use two forms of Zolotarev's Theorem. The first 
form was not given in Zolotarev (1967)* but is a special case 
of his more general theory for sums of independent random 
variables without size restrictions announced in Zolotarev 
(1970b). It is interesting in that it gives the NSC's in
pterms of the ch.f.'s of the ? . and of associated N(0,ES'~.)nj v nj'
r.v.'s. On the other hand, it is a more elementary result
than the second form that we use (Zolotarev's (1967) Theorem);
for in the u.a.n. case, it represents a "half-way house" in
the proof of the L-F theorem. To state the theorem, let
[5 .} be as above and let f . be the ch.f. of F ., where nj nj nj
Fnj is the d.f. corresponding to § . Further let cp . be
the ch.f. of $nj(x) = M x/Gnj)> where $ is the standard
P Pnormal d.f. and o__ = E? Following Zolotarev, we shallnj nj
allow the arrays to be doubly infinite, and hence we must
assume also that E? . ( » a.s.
j nj
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Theorem 3*7 (Zolotarev). Let [5 .}
F be the d.f. of S = E? .. Then n n . nj
a) sup I f . (t)-cp . (t)| -»0 V t' . 1 nj ' ' nj v ' 1
uand
b) E (f . (t) - cp . (t)) -> 0 V t.. nj ' Tnj v ' '
be as above, and let 
Fn — > i iff
Zolotarev (1971) expounded his general theory in 
unpublished lecture notes. It is, however, formulated using 
centering by quantities more widely applicable than means 
(the so-called r-centres - see Zolotarev (1970a)) and 
specialises to a slightly different and less natural result 
than that given above. We feel it preferable therefore to 
outline a direct proof based on techniques from Zolotarev 
(1967) and the 1971 lecture notes.
Proof. We shall need the following interesting lemma.
Lemma 3• 8. Let Fn,G ,H be zero-mean d.f.’s on IP such
uuthat F = G*H and F , together with its second momentn n n n ’ 0
|F l^ * Then there exists a subsequence {n') and a normal law
w  1 1 1 1G such that G . -> G and G . . -> G ., i = 1,2.
Proof. Since |f 1> the families [G 1, f.Hn) are uni­
formly tight, and so we can extract a subsequence In1}, d.f.'s
(D UQ
G, H and constants S0,h0 f>or Gn' G and H t H,
and |G | L ^ g n, |H ,L ■> hn. Now § = G * H, so by Cramer' s 
Theorem (e.g., Feller (1971,P.525)), G and H are normal d.f.’s 
By Fatou’s Lemma, gQ )>_ |g |2,Lq — 2’ and SO
1 = lim I Fn, I 2 = lim|Gn, l2 +lim|Hn, |2 = g0+hQ
I G I 2 + I H2 I = | $ I = 1
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so that in fact I Gn f I 2 lGU- This imPlies I Gn ’ 11 _> lGl} 
(Chung (1974),Thm.4.5.2). | |
Necessity. For condition a), fix t and for each n, choose 
i such that sup | f . (t)-cp . (t)| <( 2 | f . (t)-cp . (t) I . It
will suffice to show that the right hand side converges to
zero. Pick a subsequence {nv}, and write g, = f . ,K k nkJnk
G, - F ,• j Hv = IT F„ a • Use the lemma to pick a sub-
k V nk k d*tnk nkJ
sequence k' of tnk) and nomal law G (with ch.f. g) such that 
wGk , -> G with first and second moments. Since the first and
second moments of the approximating normal laws $ = $
K nkJnk 
ware the same as those of Gk; $k , -» G alsa Writing q>k for 
cp . , it is now clear that
nkJnk
|gk t (t )"cpk l ^  I lgk -(t )-g(t ) l+lg(t )-cPk « (4)1 ^ 0.
Since this argument works for any subsequence [nk] 04 tn}, 
condition a) follows.
For condition b), we note firstly that
(3.1) qi-fnJ(t)| = fl J (eitX-l)dFnJ (x) I
J J
which implies that we may rearrange the d.f.'s 
row so that
u 2
T Zx dFnj 0
(x)<
each
(3.2) d \ „d \Gnl — n2 —
Condition a) implies that for fixed k
(3.3) nk £ |f .(t)-cp . (t) I 0 as n -> 0 0.j=l nj nj
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Now choose a sequence [N ) 1 « as n -> oo such that Dn nNi
converges to 0 (see e.g. Chung Lemma 7-2.1); and let
Bn = tj : 3 > N ) .' n For large n, we
a2 .i f , and hence max c2 .-> 0nNn Nn j eB 
° n nj
d. f. 's [F.,,3 iE B } and {* .>3nj n nj
log z =  z --1+A | z -l| for z-11 L
f 4t)(3.4) 2 log 
Bn
nj
cp . (t) nj v '
. - 2 
Bn
(f . nj(t)
<( 1, we may write
nj nj 1 nj
+ 2 . I cp (t )-l
B nj nj
The second and third right hand terms tend to zero by u.a.n.
and (3•1)- Let T T f H = T*Tf ,, * = , with g .
B nj nj njB
h , Tn the corresponding ch.f.'s. In view of (3.3) and (3.4) 
condition b) will follow once we show that
(3-5) log(gn (t)/cpn (t) ) -> 0 as n -> oo.
The argument now proceeds as in the discussion of condition a), 
to establish that | gR (t)-cpn (t) | -» 0. Since cp (t) -» exp [-ct"} 
f 0 for some constant c )> 0, it follows that g (t)/cp (t) -> 1, 
which yields (3*5)> as desired.
Sufficiency. Consider the array lF_.) to be re-arranged, and 
the sets B„ defined as above. Let g = n f_., cp = n  cp ;
(2) n f ., cpnj n 
Bn
(2)
c nj 
n
(i)  .,'n B nJ n
fn and cp
B nj
of Fn and $. Clearly
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f -cp I n 1 Ig(1)-9(1) bn ’ n 3
and the second term converges to zero by the choice of N .
zi-z2 I <(_ I log zr log z2 |max(|z1 |, |z0 | ). Hence
i I g log fn j - BE1°S *nj
Z1 and
1
'’  1
X (f .-cp .) + £ A . |f .-l|2 + E A 1 . |cp ,~l|nj 'nj nj no nj 'nj
n
0,
as n -> oo, using b) for the first term, and the u.a.n. prop­
erty as before for the last two terms. Hence f (t) -> cp(t ) 
for all t and we are finished.
Remark. The theorem remains -true if we replace 'Vt' by 'for 
all rational t'. Indeed f (t) -> cp (t) for each rational t, 
combined with the uniform tightness of the family {f^} implies 
that f (t) cp(t) for all t, exactly as in the proof of 
Lemma 3.4.
We may now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 to
obtain a limit result for conditional ch.f.'s of the row sums
of an m.d.a. using regular conditional distributions F . (x, uu)
of the MG differences X . given 3"  . n . First one obtainsnj & n,o-1
a result under hypotheses of a.s. convergence; these are then 
weakened to convergence in probability by an at most countable 
number of subsequencing operations. Theorem 3*7 (combined with 
the Remark above) then leads to the following conclusion, whose 
proof can safely be omitted.
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Theorem 3.9* Let [x 3- _.,j y l,n )> l) be a doubly infinite
martingale difference array for which
0
EV <C 00 and
V 2 §■ h2 ) 0 a.s. n x Let f . (t) = no
itX
E(e
11
nJi 3- )
1 n, j-l cp . (t ) nj v '
- exp [- -?jt 2E (X2j 1 j ^ )} and f (t) n v ' = n f .(t) j nJ
be the
conditional ch.f. of E X  .. Then
fn(t) 8 e- ^ t2/2 iff
a) s^Plfnf v t
0
b) 5|fnJ(t)-cpnJ(t)| 5 0 v t. ‘ □
¥e now state the second form of Zolotarev's theorem with 
which we shall be working. L(F, G) will denote the Levy 
distance between the distribution functions F and G.
Theorem 3*10 (Zolotarev 1967). Let [? ,} be a doublyn j
infinite array of zero mean r.v.'s independent within rows, 
normalised so that
(3.6) £ o2 . = EE S2 . = 1. 
i nJ j nj
Then L(F , $) -> 0 iff
a) a = sup L(F . .) -» 0
' n . v nj nj 'J
and b) Y 6 )> 0, X J x2dF . (x) -> 0 where L = {j; o2 . <( y } ' / . ^   ^1 iv „ n J n u nix nl>6 j
for some sequence of constants yr -> 0 such that
a /y 0 also, n n
Proof. The following modifications' to Zolotarev's proof are 
necessary to allow for the introduction of the sequence y .
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Necessity. Take Y and Zolotarev's proof applies.
Sufficiency. Adopt Zolotarev's notation (but his CL is our 
r ). Note that only pointwise convergence of the ch.f.'s f 
to g is required, rather than the uniform convergence on 
compacta used in the original proof. For we note that
since the cardinality of is no more than 1/Y ,
L(F(2 *)$(2))/ Z l (F $ . ) < — -» 0 .v n 9 n 1 ^ v nj nj' ^ nr c Yn
Since the families [F^^ are uniformly tight,
we can use a subsequencing argument to show that 
|fn^(t)”£>n^ (t) I 0 For F * The argnment for
remains unchanged, except for the observation that
as n -> oo by assumption,
n
j e r ==> 6/g . )> b / , and Y -> 0 ü n x nj — n* n
¥e shall need to use Theorem 3.10 in the case where
2 2 *  s^ = ** I* For this, a simple lemma on the Levy metric
is required.
Lemma 3.11. Suppose Y is a positive contant and F and G 
are distribution functions, and define F(x) = F(Yx ), G(x ) = G(yx) 
Then
L(F,G) <^_ max (1, Y )L(F, G).
Proof. Let L = L(F,G). Then G(Yx-Yh)-h <^_ F(y x ) G(Yx+Yh)+h 
for all x. Now just write out the cases Y ) 1 and Y 1.
Theorem 3.12. Theorem 3.10 remains true if we assume instead
2 o p  2of (3.6) only that s = F c rp as n oo, where p is a
n n ^
positive constant, and replace $ by $ - the d.f. of an
2
N(0,P ) r.v.
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P r o o f .  Le t  ? nJ M  = ? nJ ( s ^ x ) , * nJ ( x ) = *n j  ( snx ) , FnJ w i l l
be t h e  d . f .  o f  $n j s " 1? . .n n j
( = > )  Suppose L(Fn ,$ ) -> 0 .  Then Sn -> i  . So
^  ^ T)
S = ^ $ a l s o ,  hen ce  L ( F . $ )  -» 0.  By Z o l o t a r e v ' sn j  n j  s n n
Theorem a p p l i e d  t o  t h e  a r r a y  [p  . ] ,n j
sup L ( F . , r  , )  -> 0 and Z P x 2d? . ( x ) -> 0 n j  n j  — J I - n -l v 1
r l>6 n j
f o r  a l l  6 )> 0,
-----
where  r n = t j : ° 2 • < v a n ) .  But by Lemma 3 .1 1
L(F •, $ .) ^ m a x ( l , s  ) (F . ,T  .) .v nj n j '  ^  v , n ' v n j ' n j '
so i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  a = sup 
Yn = Srr  an " c l e a r l y YR 0.
0.  A lso  j  e 2i f f  .n j
i . e . ,  i f f  j  g T .u n Hence, V
2c o n v e rg e n c e  o f  s^ 2-> r\ , we ]
s  J x 2
3 er n 1 x |> 6
a* 3 C_i
. ii
n j  n j
n n
n n
;n }V s n' n
F2 . 1  J Tnj ^ n
,2 Z J  y 2dP . (y)
n j er n J | y | ^ / s ny n f yj
n->oo
-> 0.
/-S-» O
(<( =  ) E q u a l l y  t r i v i a l  - t h i s  t im e  l e t  Yn = YR/ s ^  and d e f i n e  
^n = l j : G 2j  <( Yn }. Now check  t h a t  Theorem 3 .1 0  a p p l i e s  t o  t h e  
f a m i l y  tF  . t o  c o n c lu d e  t h a t  L(Fn ,$ )  -> 0 and hence  t h a t
L (Fn U p - »  0 . □
Using t h e  above th eo re m  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  t h e  method o f  
S e c t i o n  2, we can  r e a d  o f f  t h e  n e c e s s a r y  and s u f f i c i e n t  l i m i t  
r e s u l t  f o r  c o n d i t i o n a l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t i o n s  which c o r r e s p o n d s
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to Zolotarev's Theorem. Indeed let {x 9 , n )>_ l,j l)
be a doubly infinite martingale difference array for which 
2
EV~ <( oo. Write F . (uu) for the regular conditional d.f. of n \ nj v ' °
X . given 1 . ,, and $ . (uo) for the d.f. of a centralnj b n,o-l nj
normal variable with the same variance as F . (iu). Let f (t)
1 lfj 1
be the conditional ch.f. as before.
2 P 2Theorem 3.13. If V " ^ P , an a.s. positive r.v., then 
2 2 ^
f (t) e ^ ^ ^  V t, if and only if
a) an (iu) = sup L (Fnj- M  ^ 0,
J
b) for all 6 > 0, S E(X^-l( lx . | > 6) | ^  , O ^ O ,
j o f  ( u o) 1
2where T (id) = {j: E (X . | 9- ) ^ Y ) for a sequence of positiven. j rij j —I
r.v.'s Y -> 0 for which a /y ^ 0  also, n n n
Macys (1967) announced a generalisation of Zolotarev's 
result to give NSC's for convergence to certain infinitely 
divisible laws. There is no difficulty in principle in 
extending the above methods to yield corresponding results for 
conditional ch.f.'s in the martingale case.
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